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1. AN INTRODUCTION TO ESSENTIAL PLANNING 

1.1 What is Essential Planning? 

 
Essential Planning is a process for making informed decisions that shape and guide the 
essence of what an organization is, what it does for whom, and what it could and should be 
and do for whom, in the future.  It is the collective work of engaging in big picture thinking 
that clarifies one’s reason for being and future direction, and then tying day-to-day 
practicalities to the big picture.  Like most approaches to planning, Essential Planning seeks 
to ensure that the library’s efforts and resources are aligned purposefully; thereby increasing 
the likelihood of the library successfully achieving what it sets out to achieve.   

 
The Essential Planning process was designed by Southern Ontario Library Service (SOLS),1 
based on years of experience assisting public libraries with various planning efforts.  SOLS 
consultants are not professional planners, but do have significant expertise and experience 
in the planning and development of public library service, as well as an appreciation for the 
barriers to planning effectively.  Essential Planning was designed as a blended approach to 
planning in the hopes of making it an accessible and do-able activity.  It is not consistent 
with any single planning process as defined in the literature, but rather, it borrows broadly 
from various processes as applicable.  Visioning, for example, is an important stage in a 
strategic planning process, helping the leadership of an organization understand the 
magnitude of change it is facing, in order to develop a path from the present to a successful 
future.  Having found visioning to be a powerful tool in expanding one’s expectations of the 
possible, we employ it as a key part of the Essential Planning process.        
  
The result of Essential Planning will be a framework that provides overall alignment and 
interrelationships between fundamental decisions about identity and direction, and everyday 
decisions affecting service and/or the use of resources.  This framework, and the alignment 
and linkages within, should form the basis for all other documents and planning activities 
pertaining to library service.  Ideally, every public library is included and integrated into 
the planning efforts of its municipality.  Strategic plans and Master Plans, especially, and 
the related public consultations, should always consider public library service alongside the 
other community services provided by the municipality.  This is particularly true at the 
present time, given the current interest and focus on Municipal cultural planning in Ontario.  
Essential Planning is recommended as an additional form of planning, not interfering in any 
way, with municipal planning.  The Essential Planning process is the means by which the 
library board and staff achieve internal alignment, rooted in a clear sense of purpose and 
direction for the library, while also being integrated into any larger planning process 
underway in the municipality.        
 
An essential plan is the written outcome of the planning process.  It does not summarize or 
record the process, but rather, conveys the decisions that were made as a result of having 
been through the planning process.  Those decisions typically fit into the framework of:  
mission, vision, strategic directions, objectives, and tasks.  The written plan clearly 
articulates the decisions made so that there can be shared understanding of the library’s 
purpose and direction.        

                                            
1 Southern Ontario Library Service is mandated to deliver programs and services to public library staff and trustees on behalf of the 
Ministry of Culture for the Province of Ontario.   
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1.2 Defining Features of Essential Planning  

 
Essential Planning is a scale-able planning approach that can be made appropriate for the 
small town library, the county library with geographically dispersed rural branches, and the 
thriving urban library system.  It recognizes that planning is an essential board and staff 
responsibility, but also that it represents work that is in addition to the ongoing governance 
and operational work required for the provision of library service.  With few exceptions, 
public libraries are busy places, and staff and trustees, busy people.  Essential Planning 
was designed to be a manageable, plausible undertaking so that all boards and staff will 
choose to engage in the essential work of planning for library service.   

 
 

 
“There is no wisdom in choosing the path of an extensive process when the 

organization only requires a low or moderate process.  At best, an organization will 

spend more resources than it needs to in developing a plan.  More likely, the process 

will stall in the middle and leave a number of people feeling frustrated and defeated, 

rather than inspired and energized; sometimes that is worse than no planning process at 

all.” 
Allison, Michael & Jude Kaye.  “What If I Have Only One or Two Days to Do Strategic Planning?”  

CompassPoint Nonprofit Services Home Page 29 August 2006, <www.genie.org> (17 January 2006). 

 
 

1.2.1 The Nature and Amount of Information Required for Essential Planning 

 
It is important to remember that, for planning purposes, what library planners need to 
know is how well the library is doing at providing library service to the community, where 
improvements might be needed, and what is happening in the community and the world 
that warrants a response from the library.  The Essential Planning approach places the 
emphasis on breadth of information, rather than depth or overall quantity, and proposes 
that such information be compiled and digested in point form, rather than written as a 
published report.  While it is always possible to hunt down more information, it is also 
entirely possible to become paralyzed by too much information.  Not only is it difficult to 
make sense of too much information, but over-engaging in information gathering has the 
potential to consume everyone’s time and energy, bringing the planning process to a 
halt.  The quality and breadth of information is far more important than the quantity of 
information gathered.  

1.2.2 The Nature of Meetings in the Context of Essential Planning 

 
The heart of Essential Planning is its use of conversation as a means for board and staff 
to come together and collectively make sense of the information gathered, collectively 
imagine a compelling vision of the future, and collectively determine the strategic 
directions to move the library towards that future.  It is recommended that these 
conversations occur in the context of a single all-day session, or alternatively, two half-
day sessions.   
 

http://www.genie.org/
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It can be argued that the exchange of information, ideas and perspectives that occurs in 
these conversations is the most important part of planning, providing those with 
responsibility for library service a rare opportunity to engage in making sense together 
and collectively strategizing about how best to achieve success for the library.  It 
inevitably leads to a heightened awareness of library strengths and issues, for those 
involved in the planning, and, ultimately, it broadens ownership for the success of the 
library in the community.   
 
With this formative, creative and strategic thinking all happening in a single day, devoted 
to that purpose, additional meeting time to complete the planning process is greatly 
reduced.   
     

 
 

1.3 Understanding Planning as Priority Work 

 
In these times of increased public accountability and severe competition for government 
funding, planning is essential for a not-for-profit agency like the public library.  It is through 
the planning process that library decision makers ensure that they are spending their 
resources appropriately, and justify their current and projected expenditures.  Having a plan 
that provides clear direction in response to trends and issues, and conveys an appealing 
future, lends a considerable degree of credibility to advocacy efforts on behalf of the public 
library.   

 
There are many benefits to be gained from the planning process, as well as from the final 
written document.  Planning: 

 

• Moves the library from a reactive stance to an active one, determining and shaping 
its own future; 

• Aligns the resources of the library for more effective use of those resources and the 
successful achievement of stated objectives; 

• Investigates the particular characteristics and dynamics of the community and 
ensures that the library responds to those particulars without unnecessary 
duplication of services available elsewhere in the community; 

• Increases board and staff awareness of why the library exists and what it is trying to 
achieve; 

• Ensures continuity of service regardless of changes in the individuals serving on the 
board and/or council, and library staff; 

 

“We need less reverence for the plan as an object and much more attention 

to the processes we use for planning and measuring.  It is attention to the 

process, more than the product, that enables us to weave an organization as 

flexible and resilient as a spider’s web.” 
Wheatley , Margaret J.  Finding Our Way:  

 Leadership for an Uncertain Time 
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• Encourages long-term commitment to library services among key decision-makers in 
the community; 

• Improves the library’s ability to respond to changing needs and trends in the 
community; 

• Demonstrates to Council that library funds are being spent in a deliberate and 
responsible manner, aligned with community needs; 

• Raises the profile of the library in the community during, and following, any public 
involvement in the planning process. 

1.3.1 A Word about the Value of Big Picture Thinking 

 
Often, we get so busy with the day-to-day operations of the organization with which we 
are involved that we forget to step back and consider the big picture: what it is we exist 
to do; what difference we make; and what we hope to accomplish over time.  Time spent 
considering the library’s big picture is a crucial component of the planning process 
because the big picture developed is the source of alignment, conjuring up the essence 
of the organization, enabling the plan to be strategic.  It is also an important 
communication tool, both internally and externally.  Conveying the big picture, the 
enormous difference the library makes, is a powerful way of generating staff buy-in and 
public support.  In addition, it helps Municipal Council know that the money they invest in 
the library is making a difference in the life of the community and the lives of individuals.      

1.4 The Purpose of this Guide 

 
The purpose of this guide is to present the planning approach SOLS consultants have 
refined over several years of working with public libraries of every size and configuration.  As 
with any large project, a solid understanding of the process is essential.  While the exact 
approach outlined in the guide is particular to the Essential Planning process, the key steps 
are in keeping with most approaches to planning strategically.  If a library is working with 
municipal staff in the context of community-wide planning, the guide will be useful in 
following the process and understanding the work involved.  For the library board that has 
embarked upon Essential Planning, the guide will provide direction in determining a process, 
establishing which pieces of the work can be done without external assistance, and 
developing terms of reference for engaging a planner, consultant, and/or facilitator, as 
appropriate to the situation.         
 
While the guide’s primary purpose is to serve as a knowledgeable companion that will walk 
readers through the entire planning process, pieces of it will serve as a do-it-yourself 
resource for particular stages of the work.  It offers advice and assistance on customizing 
the process to meet the particular needs of any given library, presenting various options 
where appropriate.  It illustrates the application of process and tools through the use of 
actual public library examples throughout the guide.  Worksheets and sample documents 
related to various aspects of Essential Planning are appended.  The ‘Clearinghouse’ section 
of the SOLS website (www.sols.org) will be used to augment this manual with related 
materials on most aspects of planning.  The website offers an effective means of keeping 
the tools and the process current and dynamic.       

1.5 Additional Planning Support from SOLS 
 

http://www.sols.org/
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Assistance with Essential Planning from SOLS consultants is available to the public libraries 
in southern Ontario.  Free forms of assistance to these clients may include an initial 
overview of the planning process and ongoing information, advice and guidance, as needed.  
In addition, consultants can be hired to facilitate such key points in the planning process as 
summarizing the findings of the Situational Analysis, imagining a creative, compelling vision 
of the future, and developing the plan by identifying appropriate objectives and tasks for 
each strategic direction.  Depending on availability, SOLS consultants can sometimes be 
hired to conduct focus groups and/or other means of community and user consultation, and 
to write the planning document.  See the ‘Information, Advice, and Specialized Assistance’ 
section of the SOLS website (www.sols.org) for the current fee schedule.    
 

While parts of the guide are intended as do-it-yourself tools, use of them does not preclude 
the decision to engage an external consultant, private or public sector.  In fact, the nature of 
Essential Planning is such that the decision to work with an external consultant for some 
aspects of the planning process is highly recommended as a best practice.  External 
expertise is enormously helpful in providing guidance and assistance throughout, and in 
facilitating key decision points, allowing board and staff members to fully engage in the 
discussions.  In particular, hiring a facilitator for the creative visioning of the future will serve 
the library well, introducing a fresh, outside perspective and an individual devoted to 
process, at a pivotal point in the planning process.      

1.6 For whom is the Guide Written? 
 

While the primary audience for this publication is the public library CEO (Chief Executive 
Officer) and/or trustee in Southern Ontario, there is very little in the content that is limited to 
Ontario.  The planning process outlined in the guide, and the tools provided, will be of 
interest to any public library planner in any jurisdiction.   

 

There are varied frameworks for the governance and administration of public library service 
in Ontario.  While most public libraries are constituted under a single municipality, others are 
not.  The varied frameworks for the governance and delivery of public library service include: 

 

• Union public library boards 

• County public library boards 

• First Nation program administrators, library committees or band councils. 
 

Outside of Ontario, there are even more variations, including regional and district library 
systems.  This variety in governance creates an awkwardness of language if all variations 
are noted repeatedly.  For that reason, the guide applies some conventions for frequently 
used terms.  The governing body, in whatever variation it exists, will be referred to as the 
library board or simply, the board; individuals on the board will be referred to as trustees.  
Similarly, the administrator directly responsible for the library service will be referred to as 
the CEO, notwithstanding the variety of titles possible for that person – chief librarian, library 
director, library manager, etc.  Collectively, the CEO and board will sometimes be referred to 
as library planners or those responsible for the planning and development of library service.  
The terms Municipal Council or municipality refer to the political body that has established 
the library board. 

 

You, the reader, must take your particular context into account in making use of the 
information presented.  No guide can speak precisely to every possible circumstance. 
 
 

http://www.sols.org/
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2. UNDERSTANDING GROUP PROCESS AND CONVERSATION 

 
It is important that, as a board, you come to value time spent in genuine conversation.  While it 
is always tempting to want decisions to be made quickly and unanimously, the reality is that the 
bigger the decision is, and the more complex the situation, the greater the need is for 
conversation before the decision.  In the context of any planning process, there must be time 
allotted for open-ended dialogue or conversation, in which everyone feels free to express their 
views and perspective, believing that they are contributing a valid piece of the overall picture.  At 
the same time, everyone must be willing to change their views by learning something new.  It is 
helpful to remember that dissent and differences are good because they ensure that more ideas 
get discussed and more factors taken into consideration.  Multiple perspectives are any group’s 
greatest asset because they lead to a fuller exploration of options before deciding on a course 
of action.  Collective intelligence is a newly coined term that speaks to the power of multiple 
perspectives.  By thinking well together, a group can access greater intelligence than any 
individual’s capacity. 
 

 
“Create a safe environment for speaking up, where all participants are listened to with an open 

mind, and the results will be more trust inspiring.  Planning sessions can sometimes be 

intimidating for new Board members, new employees or those people who are generally 

expected to be quiet when the Board meets.  Remember that innovation and great ideas can 

come from all levels and often start with a spark from an ‘outsider’.” 
Logan, Jane. “Five Ways to Overcome Cynicism About Strategic Planning.”  The  

Canadian Association (summer 2005) <www.axi.ca/tca> (29 August 2006) 

 

 

2.1 Creating the Conditions for Conversation and Collective Intelligence 

 
It is important to understand that collective intelligence does not happen without a shared 
understanding of, and commitment to, the necessary conditions.  Collective intelligence 
depends upon openness and respect for other perspectives, trust in the existence of that 
respect, and a shared belief that everyone holds a piece of the truth the group is seeking to 
understand.  Without trust, respect and openness to other perspectives and new 
possibilities, multiple perspectives lead to chaos and disarray.  With trust, respect and 
openness, an environment is created where new ideas and solutions can emerge.   

 
The following chart2 lists some significant differences between genuine conversation leading 
to collective intelligence, on the one hand, and, dysfunctional argument leading to splintered 
relations and a partial solution, at best. 

                                            
2 Adapted from Bens, Ingrid. Facilitating with Ease! A comprehensive guide to the practice of facilitation.  Toronto: Participative 
Dynamics. 1997 

 

http://www.axi.ca/tca
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A HEALTHY CONVERSATION ... 
 

 
A DYSFUNCTIONAL ARGUMENT ... 

• assumes that many people have 
pieces of the truth and that 
together they craft a new solution 

 

• assumes that there is a right 
answer, and one person has it 

• is collaborative: participants 
working together toward common 
understanding 

 

• is combative: participants 
attempting to prove the other side 
wrong 

• is about exploring common ground 
 

• is about winning (and losing) 

• requires listening to understand, 
finding meaning and agreement 

 

• requires listening to find flaws and 
making counter arguments 

• reveals assumptions for re-
evaluation and learning 

 

• defends assumptions as truth 

• re-examines all positions 
 

• critiques the others’ positions 

• admits that others’ thinking can 
improve on one’s own 

 

• defends one’s own views against 
those of others 

• involves searching for strength and 
value in others’ positions 

 

• involves searching for flaws and 
weaknesses in others’ positions 

• leads to discovering new options, 
before seeking closure 

 

• seeks a conclusion or vote that 
ratifies one’s own position 

2.2 Roles that Promote Healthy Conversation 

 
In those instances where the library board has engaged a neutral and skilled facilitator, it is 
typically easier to have good conversation because one person is committed to creating a 
safe environment, monitoring the ‘give and take’ flow of exchange, encouraging everyone’s 
participation, and intervening as needed.  In those times when no such facilitator is on hand, 
however, it becomes everyone’s responsibility to promote healthy conversation and the 
respectful exchange of multiple perspectives.     

 
By agreeing to share responsibility for facilitating the discussion, and specifically, by being 
prepared to intervene, as appropriate, everyone is contributing to the quality of conversation 
and, therefore, the quality of information available to the board.  Developing this practice as 
a board objective can dramatically improve the quality of the board’s decision-making. 

 
The purpose of facilitative intervention is to create a safe environment where everyone at 
the table has an equal voice and every voice is given equal regard.  The work of intervention 
is to interrupt the process as it is unfolding in order to:  

• minimize behaviours by some that prevent others from participating fully; and 

• maximize behaviours that encourage multiple perspectives and creative exchange. 
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The following five roles are facilitation techniques that maintain healthy, respectful relations 
between group members.  Any member of the group can play any role when sharing 
responsibility for healthy conversation.       

 
ROLE EXAMPLES 
 

Supporting 
 
Agreeing, understanding, 
praising. 
 

 
“That’s a good idea ...” 
 
“I can understand why you’re upset by what I just said.   
What I meant to say … ” 
  

 

Gatekeeping 
 
Facilitating equal participation in the 
group, preventing monopoly, 
encouraging input. 

 
“Shawn, I have a feeling we all understand how strongly  
you feel about this.  Maybe we could hear more from 
someone  who has yet to speak.” 
 
“David, you look like you’re not sure about the direction 
we’re taking.  Is there anything you’d like to say?”  
 

 

Mediating 
 
Resolving differences by getting at 
underlying issues and concerns. 
 

 
“It seems Elizabeth has raised some valid concerns.  
On the other hand, I don’t think we should totally reject  
Bob’s idea.  Can we explore some variations that might 
work?” 
 

 

Confronting 
 
Naming a dysfunctional, counter-
productive behaviour (saying what you 
see). 
 

 
 

“Helen, you keep interrupting Sheila before she’s finished.  
I’m having difficulty following what she’s trying to tell us.”  

 

Reflecting  
 
Sharing observations on process, 
behaviour, and/or feelings. 
 

 
“We seem to be stuck.  Maybe we should  

leave this for a while.” 
 

“I have noticed that the discussion is getting more heated.  
Does anyone want to talk about what’s happening?”  

 

2.3 Ground Rules as a Tool for Managing the Exchange of Ideas 

 
Most people do not intend to monopolize the conversation or interrupt others.  Nonetheless, 
it happens as people get carried away by their ideas and caught up in the intensity of the 
exchange of multiple views and differing opinions.  Intervention can sometimes be made 
easier by pre-determining ground rules that will govern people’s behaviour.  The ground 
rules are intended to maintain the mutual respect and trust necessary for collective 
intelligence, and to encourage widespread participation, so that all voices are given due 
consideration.  The following are some sample ground rules for optimum participation and 
exchange of ideas: 
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• Everyone is responsible for the meeting. 

• We are always respectful of others’ views. 

• We each have a responsibility to make our own views known. 

• Every voice is given equal weight and consideration. 

• We recognize the need to debate the “big” questions. 

• We have a responsibility to resolve inevitable differences using facilitative skills.  

• We make important decisions by consensus.  
 

With even a small number of ground rules established ahead of time, correcting someone’s 
behaviour becomes more objective, less personal, and, therefore, easier.  This is especially 
true if the ground rules are established and enforced in the spirit of facilitating collective 
intelligence for the greater good. 

2.4 Parking Lots as a Tool for Staying on Course 

 
Sometimes the central discussion can get side-tracked by the introduction of an idea that is 
off the current topic.  While such ideas are often of value, it is important to continue with the 
issue in question.  When this happens, a technique called a "parking lot" can be useful.   
Members of the group are responsible for pointing out when an idea is off-topic, and a 
designated individual records the idea in the "parking lot" for future discussion at an 
appropriate time.  This sometimes takes the form of an evolving list on a flipchart or white 
board, which serves as a visual reminder that the group has some topics to get back to at 
some point.  

2.5 Developing a Group Process 

 
Before embarking on big picture thinking, whether for its own sake or as part of a planning 
process, it is important to design an inclusive process that leads to broad participation and 
group buy-in.  Ideally, the process allows for a coming together of board and staff.   

 
Practically speaking, it can be quite challenging to fit big picture thinking into a regular board 
meeting.  While time is the obvious barrier, it is also a different level of thinking than that 
required of most policy or operational decisions made at board meetings.  Nonetheless, 
some boards have successfully engaged in small portions of big picture thinking, spread out 
over a number of board meetings.  Other boards choose to arrange a separate day and time 
dedicated to big picture thinking.  It is the board’s choice, bearing in mind that broad 
participation is essential if the big picture thinking is to serve any meaningful purpose.        
 
As much as big picture thinking needs to be a collective undertaking, individual responsibility 
should not be overlooked.  While group consensus on the library’s purpose and direction is 
the ultimate goal of any planning effort, such consensus is meaningless if important people 
have chosen not to participate.  Every trustee on the library board has a responsibility to 
become informed on library issues and to participate in informed decision-making that is in 
the best interest of the library and the community served by the library.  In the case of big 
picture thinking, this typically means taking the time to engage in background reading, 
coming to a tentative understanding of the library’s purpose and values individually, and 
then participating in a dialogue process to achieve group consensus on the library’s purpose 
and values.   
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It is in the interest of efficiency for each participant to do background reading and some 
thinking homework prior to the group coming together, so that valuable group time can be 
spent sharing, exchanging, listening, exploring, stretching and, ultimately, achieving 
consensus.   
 
While it is essential that everyone freely participate in the group session, it is also important 
to ensure that someone is taking notes, recording both the process, and the decisions.  The 
use of flipcharts and/or white boards can be helpful because they serve as visual reminders 
of the thinking of the day.  They also make prioritizing easier, allowing individuals to make 
their choices from everything that has been mentioned.  Most facilitators available for hire 
also take responsibility for recording key points.   

2.5.1 A Simple ‘Voting’ Mechanism for Group Process 

 
One technique that allows for quick and easy prioritizing and/or narrowing down of 
possibilities is the use of coloured data dots (a regularly stocked item in most libraries).  
Each participant is given a pre-determined number of ‘dots’ with which to indicate their 
top choices by placing a ‘dot’ beside that item on the list of possible items.  If, for 
example, you want to know what everyone believes to be the library’s top three values, 
you write a comprehensive list of values on a flipchart or white board and then give 
everyone three data dots which they are to place beside those three things on the list 
they believe to be most important.  In a manner of minutes, after everyone has ‘voted’, 
you have a visual representation of the group’s top choices.   

2.6 A Word about Consensus 
 

It is important to understand that consensus is not total agreement among all parties with a 
vested interest.  Rather, it is a matter of arriving at the decision that everyone can live with 
and support.  In the case of Essential Planning, you need to arrive at the mission, vision and 
future directions that everyone will support.  Consensus involves a process of identifying 
and respecting what people object to, for various, usually legitimate, reasons.  Then it 
becomes a matter of seeking the common ground present in the multiple viewpoints, 
breaking it into smaller bits and pieces that can be put together in new ways, often resulting 
in something different enough that everyone involved can endorse it, provided everyone’s 
objections have been satisfied.  An important part of achieving consensus is that every voice 
has been heard, even if the final decision is not the one they would have made alone; there 
is a shared understanding of how the final decision represents an amalgam of everyone’s 
participation.     
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3. AN OVERVIEW OF THE ESSENTIAL PLANNING PROCESS 
 

As indicated by Illustration 1, the Essential Planning approach delineated in this guide begins 
with a systematic assessment of the library’s current reality, known as a Situational Analysis.  
Following the completion of the Situational Analysis, including making sense of the information 
gathered, the next step is to imagine a compelling vision of the future where the library is 
successful and effective; through to the setting of three to five strategic directions, with 
corresponding objectives and tasks that will close the gap between where the library is and 
where it wants to be; into implementation of the plan, and a monitoring of progress.   
 

 

 
 

ILLUSTRATION 1:  AN ESSENTIAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

 
 
Finally, the cycle will begin again, with a new Situational Analysis, including a revisiting of 
mission and values, a new vision, and the establishment of new strategic directions.  It is an 
ongoing process, flexible and open to changes in the community or the environment, while 
staying true to the course of improving library service to the community in pursuit of a vision of 
success.  Simply put, it is a commitment to ask and answer four essential questions over time, 
on a rotating basis:   
 

• Where is the library right now? 

• Where do we want the library to be? 

• What will it take to get there? 

• Are we there yet? 
 

While it is a library board responsibility to ensure that planning takes place, it is vital that board 
and staff embark upon the process jointly, freely sharing and exchanging views and information.  
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For Essential Planning to be successful and useful, board and staff need each other in order to, 
first, appreciate the context in which they collectively plan and deliver library service, and 
second, make informed choices about a successful future for the library, and the appropriate 
strategies to achieve that future. 
 
Essential Planning affords participants an important opportunity to take a collective step back 
from the day-to-day busyness of running a library, and spend time pondering and discussing 
what the library does, for whom, what difference it makes in the lives of individuals and/or the 
community, and what values it embodies.  For the plan to lead to meaningful change, the 
mission, vision and values articulated cannot be borrowed from other libraries, or otherwise 
quickly thrown together.  The wording, and more importantly, the ideas and concepts behind the 
wording, must be deliberate and strategic for this particular library, at this particular time in its 
evolution.  Such meaning can only be created through conversation, consensus and shared 
ownership of the mission, values, and vision that will form the framework of the plan.    

3.1 Getting Ready to Plan 

 
While it may seem redundant, it is very important to do some planning and preparation 
before embarking upon Essential Planning.  The first order of business is to secure each 
board member’s support for the undertaking, and a willingness to participate and contribute 
to the process.  There also needs to be a commitment on everyone’s part to make the plan 
meaningful and workable, and to implement it to the fullest extent possible.  There is no 
point in planning if everyone, or even half the board, is wed to the status quo.  There has to 
be a willingness to change and do things differently, or do different things, on the part of 
board and staff.  See Appendix 1 for a checklist aimed at gauging board readiness to 
undertake Essential Planning.               

 
It is equally important not to be too ambitious or unrealistic in what you expect to change or 
achieve as a result of your planning efforts.  Essential Planning is not a magic formula or 
recipe for success, but rather, it serves as an invaluable navigational tool.  As with a road 
map, you still have to travel every mile, one way or other, but you do so with a sense of 
where you are headed, and pace yourself and your resources accordingly.   

3.1.1 Establishing a Planning Committee 

 
Once the board has decided to embark upon Essential Planning, it is time to establish a 
Planning Committee.  Ideally, the committee consists of three to five individuals, 
including the CEO and possibly a second staff member, as well as two or three board 
members.  Some libraries decide to also include a library patron and/or municipal 
manager on the Planning Committee.  It is this small group who will oversee the 
process, clarify the board’s expectations regarding the outcomes of planning, work with 
any outside consultants involved, and serve as the conduit between the board and the 
planning process, ensuring the board as a whole gets involved at the appropriate times, 
and in the appropriate ways.  This may also be the group charged with the writing of the 
plan, once the mission, vision, and strategic directions have been determined by the 
board. 
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3.1.2 Setting Parameters and Allocating Resources 

 
It is a good practice to establish ahead of time what you want out of planning, and name 
any specific questions or issues you would like addressed.  The nature of information 
you are seeking, as well as any outcomes your particular situation requires, often 
determine certain pieces of the planning process.  This includes not only what steps are 
important, but the extent and method of user and/or public consultation appropriate to 
your circumstances.  It may also influence whether a consultant with planning expertise 
will be needed, and for what parts of the process.   

 

 
From the Files 
In the case of East Gwillimbury Public Library, expectations of an astounding rate of 
growth and development for the community were a driving force throughout the planning 
process.  While everyone involved was committed to gathering feedback from current 
library users, and a number of focus groups were conducted to achieve this, there was 
strong agreement that information about the community-at-large and the potential 
community-at-large was more important at this time in the evolution of East Gwillimbury.  
Thus board members involved themselves in the gathering of community information 
and it was given more weight in the Situational Analysis. 
 

 
An issue related to the extent of information gathering you intend to undertake, and the 
kind of information you need to gather, is that of allocating resources to the planning 
process.  At this point, we are not talking about funding new initiatives that arise out of 
the plan, but funding the process itself, making sure that there is the staff time and 
money required to complete the work of planning.  Typical expenses include:   

 

• staff heavily involved in the planning may need to be replaced in their other 
duties, eg. public service, or be relieved of work that can wait; 

• additional staff hours may be needed for some work, eg. data entry for survey 
responses, administering in-person exit surveys, bringing staff in at a special time 
for a focus group, etc.;  

• a consultant’s fee for advice and/or assistance with certain pieces of the planning 
process;     

• a facilitator’s fee for conducting key sessions, eg. Situational Analysis summary; 
visioning, focus groups, etc.  

• a fee for running the survey data, if using someone other than staff; 

• publicity related to the library’s planning process, possibly soliciting feedback or 
input; 

• refreshments offered during focus groups and other consultation methods that 
involve gathering people together; 

• printing costs for reproducing survey instruments and/or other documents related 
to planning.  
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3.1.3 Deciding if and How to Use a Consultant 

 
Very few organizations choose to do planning completely in-house, without external 
assistance.  A small number, on the other hand, choose to contribute as little staff and 
board time as possible, and hire an external consultant to oversee and even drive the 
entire planning process, up to and including the crafting of the planning document.  Most 
organizations, including public libraries, opt for an approach that sits somewhere 
between these two extremes.   
 
While the decision to hire outside expertise is often related to the library’s budget for 
planning, it represents good management sense to opt for utilizing an external 
consultant for some assistance, while also investing significant staff and board time in 
the work of planning.  It is, after all, the library board and staff who must own the 
contents and ramifications of the plan, not the consultant.  And it is the act of engaging in 
the process of planning and strategizing, not the existence of a planning document, that 
will reap the greatest benefits for the library.  The planning process affords board and 
staff valuable opportunities to learn and think and strategize together, resulting in more 
informed, more strategic, and ultimately, better decision-making with regards to the 
planning and development of library service.      

 
Usually, the CEO, in consultation with the board, is able to determine where they will 
most benefit from external assistance.  Libraries tend to hire consultants for one or more 
of the following stages of planning: 

• the design and conducting of extensive public consultation as part of the 
Situational Analysis; this may include surveys, focus groups, public meetings, 
interviews, etc. 

• the analysis and reporting of the data arising from public consultation; the nature 
of the reporting depends on whether it will be distributed as a public document or 
used in-house as background information 

• the facilitation of key decision points in the planning process; these include the 
review or articulation of mission and values, the work of imagining a shared 
vision of future success, the identification of strategic directions to achieve the 
vision, and the development of objectives and tasks related to each strategic 
direction 

• the development of a functional planning document that identifies the library’s 
mission, vision, strategic directions, objectives and significant tasks; the 
consultant’s role may be that of providing the framework for the document, 
advising in the development of objectives and tasks, assisting with active 
language, and/or actually writing the document 

• the establishment of a mechanism for monitoring progress, including the 
identification of appropriate measures of success for stated objectives 

• the formal presentation of the library’s plan to Municipal Council and/or other key 
stakeholders; presentation of both the process and the plan by an ‘outsider’ is 
particularly appealing if the plan includes controversial or costly ventures, such 
as a branch closure, a new automation system, or a major building project. 

 
Public libraries in southern Ontario vary in their approach to engaging a consultant to 
assist with planning.  While SOLS has provided planning assistance to all sizes of 
libraries, the trend is that smaller, more rural, libraries are more likely to use a SOLS 
consultant for ongoing advice and assistance throughout the process, as well as enter 
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into contractual agreements for assistance with specific components, eg. conducting 
focus groups, facilitating the Situational Analysis summary and visioning session, 
leading a workshop on writing the plan.  Larger libraries are more likely to use a planning 
consultant from the private sector.  In some cases, libraries employ the services of both 
Southern Ontario Library Service and a private sector consultant to undertake different 
parts of the planning process.   

 
Regardless of the approach taken by any public library of any size, it is crucial to make 
the distinction between the work of planning that can be done by others, and the 
decision-making, which can only be done by the library board.  It is the library board’s 
responsibility to develop and deliver library service that is relevant and responsive to the 
community it serves, and therefore, it is the library board’s responsibility to make sense 
of the library’s current situation, and decide on future directions that will serve the 
community well.     

3.2 Customizing the Essential Planning Process 

 
The Essential Planning framework presented at the beginning of section 3 (depicted visually 
in Illustration 1) translates into the following six steps, for purposes of identifying the work of 
planning:    
   

1. Conduct a Situational Analysis:  
a. Gather information about your current reality/ where you are right now, 

and why you exist (the situational half of Situational Analysis); 
b. Collectively make sense of the information gathered; decide together 

what you’ve learned and what it means for the development of library 
service (the analysis part of Situational Analysis).   

 
2. Imagine a compelling vision of future success for the library.  

 
3. Identify 3-5 strategic directions that will achieve the compelling future. 

 
4. Build the plan by adding objectives and tasks to each strategic direction. 

 
5. Write the plan, highlighting the new activities identified.   

 
6. Use the plan to create the future you’ve imagined. 

 
The process, as outlined, includes numerous opportunities for customization in response 
to the particular needs of an individual library.  It also allows for scale-ability, depending 
on size of library, resources available for Essential Planning, and any particular 
circumstances driving the decision to embark upon planning.  The Planning Committee 
will work with the consultant, if one has been hired, to finalize the best planning process 
to meet the library’s needs, and to develop a timeline to keep the project on track.  See 
Appendix 2 for a sample timeline.   
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3.2.1 A Word about Language 

 
Regrettably, there is no standard or consistent approach to the language of planning.  
While earlier literature had readers struggling to understand the distinction between 
goals and objectives, more recent articles and books tend to use one or other, or both, 
interchangeably.  Tasks are sometimes called actions, denoting the concrete work that 
needs to be done to achieve objectives.  Strategic Directions are sometimes called 
Strategies or Goals, and Objectives are sometimes called Strategic Directions.  
Likewise, a Situational Analysis is, in some cases, the same thing as an Environmental 
Scan, while in this guide there is a distinction between the two, the Environmental Scan 
being one part of the Situational Analysis. 
 
There has been every attempt to use language consistently, and with definition and 
explanation, throughout the guide.  The language that appears in the planning process 
outlined above is the language used throughout.       

3.2.2 A Word about Meetings 

 
Further to the discussion in section 1.2.2 the Essential Planning approach recommends 
holding one full-day session for library board and staff.  Whether or not all staff attend, or 
how many, depends on how many there are, and how big a room is available for the 
session.  Ideally, every board member is able to be there, and from three to ten staff, 
representing the range of programs and services offered by the library. 
 
The timing of the session is important in that the information gathering phase needs to 
be completed and the information made available to board and staff prior to the session, 
as background reading.  The agenda for the day is to engage in a series of 
conversations that address steps 1b, 2 and 3 of the Essential Planning process.  That is, 
participants will collectively make sense of the information that has been gathered and 
summarize the library’s current reality.  They will then look to the future, and collectively 
imagine an appealing and compelling future for the library.  Finally, they will collectively 
identify the 3-5 major thrusts of work to be done in the next 3-5 years to move the library 
towards its compelling future.              
 
Since the one day session covers much of the crucial decision-making, additional 
meetings earlier and later in the process are minimal.  Depending on how many people 
are involved in the information gathering, meetings may be required to coordinate the 
various activities.   
 
The Planning Committee will need to meet at least a couple of times following the 
session to refine the language for the mission, vision and strategic directions; and 
identify objectives and tasks for each strategic direction.  The board as a whole will need 
to endorse the final version of the written plan.  As well, interim draft wording and 
revisions may or may not go back and forth between the committee and the board, 
before final wording is agreed upon and endorsed by the board.      
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4. THE WORK OF CONDUCTING A SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS  
 

 
A Situational Analysis is the collective analysis of a body of information that describes the 
library’s current programs and services in relation to its intended mission and values, and to the 
community and environmental context in which library service is offered.  Two aspects of the 
definition are worth emphasizing:  the first is that a Situational Analysis necessarily involves a 
body of information from different directions that constitute the library’s situation; the second is 
that the Situational Analysis is not complete until there has been a collective analysis of that 
body of information by those responsible for library service.   
 
The periodic undertaking of a Situational Analysis is important for purposes of giving due 
consideration to the context in which programs and services are delivered.  While it is a crucial 
step in any formal planning process, it is also a very worthwhile activity in its own right.  It is in 
knowing where you are that you can begin to assess your effectiveness, and develop programs 
and services to better meet the needs of those you serve.    
 
A thorough Situational Analysis includes gathering information from six different directions and 
deciding together what the information means, putting it all together and summarizing and 
synthesizing the library’s current reality.  The six directions for information gathering are: 
 

• Profiling the library’s current programs and services 

• Gathering feedback from current library users 

• Profiling the community served by the library, including demographics, lifestyle 
patterns, changing trends, local issues, groups and agencies 

• Checking for alignment with Municipal Council (as the library’s primary funding body)  

• Scanning the environment and identifying any external forces that influence or have 
the potential to influence the library (eg. social, economic, technological trends, 
advances and shifts in public library service) 

• Articulating or reviewing the library’s mission and values in order to confirm or clarify 
the library’s purpose. 

 

KNOW  
WHERE YOU ARE  

AND WHY YOU EXIST; 
YOUR MISSION 
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ILLUSTRATION 2:  A BROAD-BASED SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 

 
 

While Illustration 2 would seem to indicate that each of the six directions is equal in weight, in 
practice, this is rarely the case.  For it to serve as an accurate summary of your current reality, a 
Situational Analysis should include some information from each of the directions, but each 
direction is not necessarily given the same weight.  It is up to those responsible for planning 
library service to ensure that you assess what information you most need to know in order to 
plan effectively, and then commit to compiling that information.  Not only will this be different for 
every library, but it will differ every time an individual library goes through the planning process.  
One time you may feel you need to be very thorough in gathering and analyzing community 
information.  The next time around, it might well be appropriate to focus on user feedback 
and/or the external environment.   
 
 
From the Files 
Haldimand County Public Library came into being in January 2001, following a provincially 
legislated amalgamation of municipalities.  In this particular instance, the Situational Analysis 
that formed the basis of the first strategic plan for this recently established system was heavily 
weighted in checking for alignment with the priorities of the new municipality, profiling the six 
branch libraries, and responding to external forces, such as pay equity legislation; and less 
attentive to feedback from current users.  With six branches providing varying levels of service, 
it was understood that much of the work of the library board and staff in the first few years would 
be toward harmonizing, coordinating, and improving service, as well as addressing significant 
administrative and organizational issues.  About to embark upon its second planning process, 
board and staff are in agreement that, this time around, the Situational Analysis will focus on 
community information and user feedback. 
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4.1 Developing a Library Profile 

 
It is an important planning and assessment activity for library managers to periodically 
capture a snapshot profile of the type and extent of programs and services offered by the 
library, and the roles it strives to fulfill in the community it serves.  Developing the profile is a 
worthwhile undertaking for library staff, providing an opportunity to see, holistically, what the 
library is currently doing to serve the community.  Having such a profile on record is of great 
assistance in orienting new staff and trustees to the programs and services offered by the 
library.  Over a number of years, multiple profiles can be tracked as a means of monitoring 
changes in library use and activity, as well as assessing to what extent the library has 
responded to changing demands for service.    

 
Since there are no definitive parameters or guidelines that recommend what to include 
when developing a library profile, it becomes a matter of choosing the information that most 
aptly illustrates the kind of library programs and services the community has access to, the 
level of access provided, the level of funding available, how the library spends its funding, 
and the ways in which the library is used.  It is typically the same kind of information 
included in a library’s annual report, and on the library’s website and promotional 
brochures.  In Ontario, much of it also appears in the Annual Survey of Public Libraries 
required by the Ministry of Culture3.           

 
The Library Profile Worksheet, provided in Appendix 3, is a fill-in-the-blank approach to 
developing a profile that pulls together information under the following headings: 

 

• Accessibility of library service 

• Library roles and mission 

• Library services 

• Materials and resources 

• Staffing 

• Library activity  
 

It is important to remember that the purpose of a library profile is to portray library service 
as it is currently being offered.  It is, by itself, not a means of assessing the library, but 
rather, it serves as information that will be used in an assessment process.  Such an 
assessment necessarily involves comparing the library profile to a current profile of the 
community, an examination of the ways in which the community is changing, and a 
thorough analysis of local needs and expectations regarding library service.  Ultimately, 
library service can only be assessed effectively when examined in the context of the 
library’s mission, vision, roles, and future directions.  A current library profile is a necessary 
component of a Situational Analysis and a critical step in Essential Planning.   
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
3 Since the Library Profile Worksheet in Appendix 2 draws on much of the same information as is used to complete the Ministry of 
Culture’s Annual Survey of Public Libraries, your last completed survey is an important tool in completing the worksheet.  In future 
years, it might be helpful to complete the Library Profile Worksheet at the same time, or soon after completing the Annual Survey.       
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4.1.1 Evaluating the Library against Previous Plans 

 
An important consideration in profiling the library is to consider the degree to which it has 
measured up to its own strategies, and met or not met any stated objectives.  Even if this 
is the library’s first attempt at formal planning, it is worth considering its success in terms 
of any targeted activities that may have been identified in the past.  For example, outside 
of the context of a formal plan, a library may have established for itself such targets as 
reaching a certain number of preschoolers through storyhour, or increasing a particular 
collection by a certain number of volumes or items.  Examining the library’s performance 
in light of such measures can be very revealing in terms of whether or not the targets 
were met and, if not, an assessment of why they were not.  Discussions of such past 
activity can shed important light on the library’s organizational capacity, as well as the 
factors that contribute to or detract from successfully reaching stated objectives.   
If there is a previous plan, it is very important to utilize it as the learning tool that it is.  By 
comparing progress against intended achievements, by acknowledging successes, and 
by understanding where and why the library was not successful, those responsible for 
library service can learn a great deal.  An honest assessment of the conditions that 
contributed to success, and the things that got in the way, can inform the development of 
any new strategies and assist in refining the conditions that make the library successful.   

4.2 Gathering User Feedback 

 
Gathering user feedback on a regular basis is an important undertaking on the part of any 
service organization wanting to assess whether it is successfully meeting the needs of its 
current user population.  In libraries, soliciting user feedback as a management practice is 
relatively new to the profession, largely because a ‘good’ library was historically based on 
an external definition of what constituted a balanced collection, not on whether that 
collection, or related services, met the needs of the public.  Fortunately, in recent years, 
libraries have come to endorse a user-centred, service orientation, understanding the 
library’s mission as some variation of meeting the informational, educational, cultural and 
leisure needs of every member of the community served by the library.   

 
It follows, therefore, that library managers and trustees can only know how successful the 
library is at fulfilling its mission by involving library users in assessing whether or not their 
needs are being met and how satisfied or unsatisfied they are with library service.  While 
every means of soliciting user feedback requires an expenditure of library resources, some 
feedback methods are more labour intensive, and therefore, more costly, than others.  In 
addition, some methods, like surveys and focus groups, are periodic events, while others 
can be put in place to gather feedback on a continuous, ongoing basis. 

 
The purpose and intended use for the feedback is an important consideration in 
determining which methods of collecting it would be most appropriate to the situation.  If 
there is a need to speak quantitatively, in numbers and percentages, a survey is the single 
most effective tool for achieving that end.  A survey is, undoubtedly, the best means of 
gauging public opinion and/or tracking overall trends in library use patterns, expectations 
and perceptions.  A survey is an ambitious undertaking, requiring significant time and 
money, and is most effective when done professionally with access to expertise in survey 
design, data compilation and interpretation of results.   
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When user feedback is being collected as part of a Situational Analysis, for planning 
purposes, the intended use for the feedback is to develop an overall sense of what the 
library does well, and where it needs to improve.  It is worth remembering that it is not 
always necessary to speak in numbers or percentages, and there exists a range of other 
means of gathering user feedback in addition to, or instead of, a survey.  The following 
descriptions of various methodologies represent some options to consider.    

4.2.1 Suggestion Box/ Feedback Form 

 
Certainly, the means of soliciting user feedback that requires the least amount of effort is 
the old-fashioned, but still useful, practice of displaying suggestion/ feedback boxes 
where library users will see them.  While it represents the most passive form of soliciting 
feedback, it can be made more active by promoting the boxes as a valued form of input 
to the development of library services, and by extending invitations to individual patrons 
to make their views known.  It is important that all staff members are aware of the 
existence of the suggestion boxes/forms and are trained to promote their use to library 
users, especially users who report a problem or barrier in using the library.  It is equally 
important to ensure that the suggestions are collected and analyzed on a regular basis 
as a legitimate form of user feedback.     

4.2.2 Appeals for Feedback on Library Website 

 
A quick tour of the Internet will demonstrate that some form of soliciting feedback has 
become a standard feature of most websites, the most common mechanism being a 
feedback form that asks website visitors a few questions, providing a mix of multiple 
choice and text box answers.  In most cases, these forms are aimed at assessing the 
effectiveness of the website, but can easily be expanded to include questions about any 
aspect of the organization’s service, as well as the website.  In essence, these forms are 
the online version of the suggestion box.   

 
The library’s website offers additional opportunities for soliciting feedback.  Options 
include: 

• Colourful banners inviting library users to provide feedback (eg. tell us how we’re 
doing …) 

• Posting 2 or 3 questions designed to provoke feedback (eg. what can we do better?)   

• Dedicating a ‘corner’ of the website to online discussion of library service issues, and 
initiating thematic threads of discussion (eg. for two months you ask about library 
hours; the next two months there’s a question about programming, etc) 

• Posting a short topical survey (see below for further information). 
 

While it is true that anything on the website only reaches a subset of the user population, 
most of these ideas can be translated into corresponding in-library mechanisms, eg. 
bright signs, “Tell us how we’re doing,” inviting people to make a submission to the 
suggestion box.       
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4.2.3 Roaming CEO/ Manager 

 
A highly interactive feedback mechanism is simply for the CEO and/or others in a 
management position to dedicate two or three hours per month to roaming the library, 
preferably during times of high use, eg. Saturday afternoon, weekday evenings, 
engaging library users in conversation.  The conversations need not be highly structured 
and can, in fact, be quite free flowing.  However, the following three questions lead to 
good basic feedback and, as such, are recommended as constants in even the most 
informal conversations:   

 

• Are you finding what you are looking for?   

• Have you experienced any difficulties or barriers in using the library? 

• Do you have any suggestions for improved or enhanced services? 
 

The added benefit to this method of seeking user feedback is that the experience of 
being approached and listened to by library decision-makers can have a lasting 
impression on anyone who is approached. 

 
Equally effective is the admirable practice, established by a number of CEOs and library 
managers, of regularly working a shift on the circulation or information desk as a way of 
interacting with library users, and staying connected to service issues.   

4.2.4 “Talk to Us” Corner in the Library 

 
Similar to the roaming CEO, this method also depends upon engaging library users in 
conversation.  In this case, the staff creates a conversation corner, either with table and 
chairs, or two or three comfortable chairs, during specific times and days of the week.  
The times and days are advertised ahead of time and promoted by library staff.  
Whereas the roaming CEO can be a regular undertaking, on an ongoing basis, the “Talk 
To Us” corner is best set up for a specific period of time, eg. twice a week for a month, 
as part of a Situational Analysis.  If it is extended for too long, the corner (and the person 
staffing it) comes to be an expected fixture in the library and, over time, becomes 
invisible.         

4.2.5 Observation 

 
Sometimes it is possible to gather good information, simply by watching what is going on 
in the library at any given time.  How many people are in the library?  Who are they (age, 
gender, stage of life, etc)?  What are they doing?  What library materials are in use?  Are 
users engaging staff in providing assistance?  Is staff visible?  What activities are 
occupying staff at this moment in time?  Are people reading the newspaper?  Are there 
people waiting for a computer workstation?  Are there people who look lost?  Are there 
line-ups?  Are the bulletin boards being consulted?  What else do you notice?  
Observation is best practiced more than once, on different days, and at different times, 
by the same person(s).   
 
While observation can be combined with the roaming CEO or “Talk to Us” corner, it can 
also be beneficial to invite someone other than library staff as an observer, providing a 
degree of objectivity and fresh perspective.  One such possibility is to buddy with a 
neighbouring library and observe each other’s libraries over a period of a few weeks or 
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months.  Exchanging observations and sharing perceptions of barriers and service 
successes can lead to new ideas for both parties.         

4.2.6 Topical Surveys 

 
Far shorter and more focused than user surveys, and employing more open-ended 
questions than multiple choice, short, topical surveys should not be overlooked as a 
means of gathering input and feedback on particular issues or aspects of library service.  
Two or three questions related to a single aspect of library service can be posted on the 
library website and made available in the library in print format, possibly as a bookmark.  
It is important to keep in mind that basic demographic data may be necessary in 
understanding and utilizing the results of even a short survey, if there is a strong 
possibility that different segments of the population would respond differently.  For 
example, teens and seniors and working parents might all respond differently regarding 
their preferred library hours.  It is important to take this information into consideration, 
either by including a couple of basic demographic questions (age, gender), or by 
directing the survey to a particular population, e.g. Asking teens what they think of library 
hours.   

 
Without the strict sampling procedures that govern surveys with statistical reliability and 
validity, it is difficult to know how reflective the results of a topical survey are of the views 
of the larger user population.  Nonetheless, the results can be useful in gathering public 
opinion in particular areas, and can be used to confirm staff observations and/or identify 
areas for further consultation.   

4.2.7 Exit Interviews 

 
Exit interviews are another means of engaging library users in conversation.  They can 
be approached in the same free-flowing manner as with the roaming CEO or the “Talk to 
Us” corner, or a more structured approach may be desirable, with a single set of 
questions to ask of everyone who participates.  The intent is to approach everyone 
leaving the library, during designated times; thus it is important that those conducting the 
interviews are in addition to the regular staffing level.  Typical questions in an exit 
interview include: 

• What brought you to the library today? 

• Describe how you spent your time in the library: 

• Did you find what you were looking for?  ❑ Yes  ❑ No 

• If no, why not? 

• In your experience, how helpful was library staff today? 

• Did you experience any difficulties or barriers in using the library (options may be 
provided, if there are particular things the library wants to assess)? 

• Do you have any suggestions for improved or enhanced services? 

• On a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being very satisfied, and 1 being not at all satisfied, how 
satisfied are you with the library? 

 
In order to achieve a degree of consistency in approach, it can be helpful to design a 
form that has all of the questions to be asked, and space for the answers.  The form 
should include the age and gender of the participant, so that any interpretation of results 
can take this information into consideration.   
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A less formal means of conducting exit interviews is to involve the circulation staff, 
training them to ask every library user (for a one or two week period) who signs out 
materials, whether they found what they were looking for, and whether they experienced 
any difficulties.  The challenge with this method is that it places additional demand on 
busy circulation staff, and they may not have time to make adequate note of what they 
are being told.   

4.2.8 Staff Survey 

 
Observations and insights from library staff, especially those in regular, direct contact 
with the public, should not be underestimated as an important form of information.  They 
are often the recipient of comments from library users, and in many cases, have a good 
sense of barriers to service, as well as the services most valued by those who use the 
library.  Circulating a survey that asks them to convey what they have heard and what 
they have observed, can be a relatively easy way to gather user feedback.  It can 
happen that there is such clear agreement amongst staff regarding weaknesses and 
barriers in library service that their input suffices as the basis for identifying where 
improvements are needed.  At the very least, staff input can indicate a need for further 
information with regards to particular services and/or patron groups.  It is important to 
ensure that every staff member has the opportunity to complete the survey.  See 
Appendix 4 for sample questions.  

4.2.9 Staff Focus Group 

 
Similarly, a staff focus group can shed considerable light on user feedback.  The main 
difference between engaging staff in discussion, as opposed to a survey, is that one 
method allows for individual response, and the other allows for a fuller exploration of 
issues and themes raised.  The focus group allows for a coming together and building of 
ideas and perceptions, whereas the survey gives everyone equal opportunity to 
participate and the time to participate more thoughtfully.  Both methods are equally valid, 
and produce useful results.  Some of the same questions in Appendix 4 could serve as 
discussion prompts for a staff focus group.     

4.2.10 Focus Groups4 

 
Focus groups are one-hour, focused discussions for the purpose of learning the 
participants’ library experiences, perceptions, and expectations.  Focus groups are a 
powerful way of developing and exploring ideas in a way not possible by means of a 
survey or in a one-on-one interview.  Focus group discussions will not provide a single 
response to issues, nor should they.  Rather, they are an opportunity to better 
understand barriers to service and better appreciate how these barriers impact individual 
library users.  They also represent an excellent opportunity for library users to 
collectively imagine solutions to problems and dream new programs and services.  While 
some of the ideas generated will not be realistic or feasible for the library, it frequently 
happens that good ideas emerge that lead to concrete improvements to library service.        

                                            
4 In addition to being the means of gathering user feedback, focus groups, key informant interviews, open houses, public meetings 
and surveys can also be used to conduct broader consultation with the public and/or key stakeholders.  For additional resources 
about public consultation, see the ‘Clearinghouse’ section of the SOLS website at:   
http://www.sols.org/links/clearinghouse/strategicdev/index.htm 
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There are two kinds of focus groups: general and representative.  A general focus group 
is made up of a variety of users and/or non-users from different backgrounds, age 
groups, interests and other characteristics.  A representative focus group is made up of 
representatives from specific groups which require attention in terms of library services.  
Potential targets for representative focus groups of library users include: 

• seniors 

• children  

• young adults 

• parents 

• educators 

• home schoolers 

• book club participants 

• representatives from the business community 

• representatives from a particular geographic area within the municipality served  

• new Canadians/ immigrants 

• professionals 

• other service agencies/ organizations 

 
When choosing potential targets for focus groups, it is important to consider segments of 
the general population who are heavy users of the library, as well as those populations 
that might be currently under-served.    

 
Ideally, there should be no fewer than seven and no more than twelve participants in a 
focus group for optimum results.  See Appendix 5 for tips on organizing focus groups, 
including useful discussion prompts.   

4.2.11 Key Informant Interviews 

 
A small number of one-on-one interviews with hand-picked library users can yield useful, 
in-depth information.  The interview as a forum allows for some of the more complex 
service issues to be explored, and ideas exchanged.  Users selected to participate may 
be identified because they are frequent users of the library, users of particular services, 
or representative of a subset of the population the library needs to better understand 
and/or better serve.   

 
The focus group prompts in Appendix 5 may well serve to initiate discussion, but in a 
good interview, the interviewee will influence the direction of the conversation.  As well, 
the interviewer may have particular questions and/or ideas to pursue.      

4.2.12 Open Houses/ Public Meetings 

 
Open houses and public meetings typically involve a mix of a well advertised, public 
invitation to everyone in the community and personal invitations to particular people.  
While sometimes fraught with low attendance, these public forums can be successful in 
bringing people to the library and engaging them in library issues.  A presentation by 
library board and/or staff can serve to make these events educational for participants, 
and set parameters for the public input being sought.  In both cases, refreshments are 
important, as is a sufficient pool of informed trustees and senior staff to engage people 
in conversation, following the presentation.      
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4.2.13 User Surveys 

 
Surveys are, undoubtedly, the most sophisticated methodology for gathering user 
feedback.  When done properly, with well worded questions, appropriate sampling 
procedures and controls, and sufficient returns, survey results provide validity in 
generalizing findings to the broader user population.  Surveys yield results in statistics, 
allowing you to speak in numbers and percentages, identifying, concretely, trends and 
use patterns.  Such data can be very useful for in-depth assessment of services and use 
patterns, and at the time of big, costly decisions and/or controversial situations.   

 
When designing a survey, it is important to give careful consideration to how the 
questions are worded.  Multiple choice responses allow for those results to be quantified 
in numbers and percentages, whereas open-ended questions and/or comments solicited 
require more intensive, less systematic analysis.  In addition, it is extremely important to 
include some questions that elicit demographic data so that you will know who has 
responded to the survey, (i.e.) gender, age, education.  See Appendix 6 for a sample 
survey instrument.   

 
There are currently a number of web-based services that promise assistance in survey 
design, implementation, and the processing of the results.  LibSat is one such service 
that has been endorsed by the Ontario Library Association.  Designed specifically for 
public libraries, LibSat’s “Counting Opinions” is currently in use in a number of Ontario 
public libraries conducting customer satisfaction surveys.  For more information, see the 
‘Member Benefits’ section of the OLA website or browse the websites of Ontario public 
libraries5.   

 
While SOLS does not have the familiarity required to endorse any one product or 
service, we have provided some links to general information about conducting surveys 
and web-based services on the Planning Resources page of the ‘Clearinghouse’ section 
of the SOLS website. 
 
These links will be updated regularly and may prove useful in exploring online surveys 
as a viable option for gathering user feedback.   

4.2.14 Community Surveys 

 
Where user surveys are targeted to current library users and are usually made available 
and promoted predominantly within the library and/or on the library website, community 
surveys are targeted to the general population, often with the particular agenda of 
reaching and soliciting information from non-users of the library.  In addition to asking 
the same sorts of questions about library use patterns, importance of various services 
and satisfaction levels, community surveys ask those who indicate they don’t use the 
library to provide reasons.  Community surveys also often ask respondents to compare 
the library to other community services in terms of value and importance to their 
household, and to rate the importance of the library to their overall satisfaction with their 
community as a place to live.   

 

                                            
5 See www.accessola.com for the Ontario Library Association; Use the SOLS website to browse library websites at:   
http://www.sols.org/links/libraries/ontlibs.htm.   

http://www.accessola.com/
http://www.sols.org/links/libraries/ontlibs.htm
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Community surveys are even more ambitious than user surveys because it is 
challenging to ensure that the surveys are distributed to residents in a truly random 
fashion so that results can be generalized to the population at large.  Paying a consulting 
firm to administer a community survey is well worth the investment, ensuring the library 
has access to the expertise and the quality control it needs for designing and distributing 
the survey, and analyzing and interpreting the results.   
 
Whenever the opportunity arises, the library board should insist on the library being 
included in any survey of community services administered and funded by the 
Municipality.    

4.2.15 Information from Non-Users 

   
It is always good practice to utilize every opportunity to reach out to those in the 
community who do not use the library, asking them to tell you why they do not use it and 
whether there is anything the library could do that would make it more likely for them to 
use the library.  As overseers of a publicly funded community service, library boards and 
staff cannot afford complacency, and need to be vigilant about issuing periodic, genuine 
appeals for feedback from non-users.  At its best, information from non-users challenges 
the status quo and holds the potential to point the library in important new directions.     
 
At the same time, it should be recognized that it is quite a challenge to reach non-users 
for purposes of engaging them in a meaningful exchange of information.  While a 
community survey is an obvious choice as an appropriate tool for reaching non-users in 
the community, experience tells us that non-users are far less likely to respond to a 
survey than a library user is.  Furthermore, a survey, by its very nature, limits the scope 
of the responses, not always making it easy for non-users to adequately express their 
views or perceptions.  All too often, libraries are able to conclude nothing more than the 
‘fact’ that non-use of the library is a matter of lifestyle and personal interest, and there is 
little the library can do to change the non-user into a library user.  Because of their open-
ended nature, focus groups, presentations, interviews and other conversational 
exchanges with non-users tend to prove far more useful in most circumstances.  While 
the information cannot be quantifiable or generalized to other non-users, it is usually 
valuable, often challenging the status quo in important ways.   

 
Because such efforts to reach non-users are time consuming, these efforts are arguably 
better separated from the library’s planning process. The inevitable reality is that the 
energy and resources that go into a campaign to reach non-users necessarily impacts 
the energy and resources available for the planning process.  Both are of value, but few 
libraries have the means to handle both at once.     
    
For planning purposes, any effort to reach non-users should be held in proper balance 
with the equally important, if not more important, work of soliciting feedback and 
evaluation from those who currently use the library.  Any direct appeals to non-users of 
the library, made as part of a Situational Analysis, should be simple and simply 
broadcast, such as through the local media and/or through other groups in the 
community.  One effective, relatively simple way of engaging some non-users in 
conversation, as part of a Situational Analysis, is to hold focus groups with one or two 
service clubs, whose membership is typically a mix of library users and non-users.              
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4.3 Developing a Community Profile 

 
Public libraries are deeply inclusive institutions, uniquely positioned to serve every member 
of the community, regardless of age, education, language, background, socio-economic 
status, or life experience.  As such, libraries must plan and develop services for the entire 
community, while also striving to meet the ongoing needs and expectations of current 
library users.  In fact, Ontario public libraries have a legislated mandate to plan and deliver 
“a comprehensive and efficient public library service that reflects the community’s unique 
needs.”6   This dual responsibility towards current users of the service and the entire 
community makes it necessary for those individuals planning library service to develop a 
thorough knowledge of the community, as well as an informed sense of how successful the 
library is at meeting the needs of library users.   

 
While it is sometimes necessary to embark upon large effort, in-depth research in order to 
learn more about the community and/or library users, it is a much better practice to develop 
a variety of mechanisms for gathering relevant information from a range of sources.  There 
are many ways to describe a community, utilizing a mix of quantitative and qualitative data, 
and a variety of sources.  If a community survey is deemed appropriate, it should never be 
the only means of gathering information about the community.  Planners and decision-
makers are encouraged to adopt multiple lenses for viewing and analyzing the community.   

4.3.1 Where to Look:  Sources of Community Information   

 
The work involved in developing a community profile is primarily one of gathering and 
synthesizing information already in existence.  In addition, it can be helpful to generate 
new information by meeting with individuals and/or small groups who offer a particular 
perspective on the community.  Occasionally, widespread public consultation is 
necessary to generate public response to particular issues.   

 
The following table identifies some of the more typical sources of community information.   

    
 

Existing information New information 

• Census data 

• Municipal and/or school 
planning information 

• Planning documents of 
local organizations 

• Telephone book (yellow 
pages) 

• Bulletin board notices, 
pamphlets, brochures 

• Local directories 

• Local and regional 
newspapers, radio and 
cable stations 

• Conversations, interviews 
and/or meetings with 
municipal staff, community 
leaders, media personnel, 
representatives of service 
clubs, organizations, and 
agencies 

• Public consultation, as 
needed 

 

                                            
6 Public Libraries Act, R.S.O. 1990, chapter P.44, Section 20(a). 
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4.3.2 The Work of Gathering Community Information 

 
The responsibility for gathering information about the community should not fall to any 
one person, not only because it would be too onerous for any one person to undertake, 
but also because sharing the work leads to a more dynamic, interactive, informative 
process.  While the information is in itself important, so is the work of being engaged in 
the gathering of information.  Ideally, board and staff share the tasks associated with 
learning about the community they are mandated to serve.      
 
A simple approach might be to agree on the information gathering activities to be 
undertaken for purposes of the Situational Analysis, complete with a timeline, and to 
assign each activity to an individual or small group.  A sample work plan might be as 
follows: 

 
What: Who: By 

when: 

Review Census data for community and identify 
important demographic features (see Appendix 7 
for common comparators). 

CEO April 

Meet with Municipal staff to discuss Municipal 
planning information/projections 

CEO April 

Gather and review planning documents of other 
local organizations 

2 board 
members 

May 

Study the yellow pages of the phone book and any 
local directories for information about groups and 
services in the community  

2 staff 
members 

May 

Peruse library and other community bulletin boards 
and pamphlet racks; summarize findings of 
interests, events, services 

2 board 
members 

May 

Peruse local newspaper(s) for information about 
groups and services; interests and events 

2 board 
members 

May 

 
An alternative approach might be to assign responsibility for each of the six ways to 
describe the community, leaving it to those responsible to determine appropriate 
activities.  See 4.3.5 for a description of the six ways and corresponding worksheets.   

 
See section 4.3.4 below for a discussion of how much information is enough for planning 
purposes.   

4.3.3 The Work of Generating Community Information 

 
It can be extremely helpful and rewarding to engage others in the task of describing the 
community.  This can be done through interviews, informal conversations and/or 
gatherings of key members of the community.  People typically feel honoured to be 
asked for their opinions and perceptions of the community and tend to respond 
generously and thoughtfully.  Again, it is a good idea for board and staff to share 
responsibility for engaging others in developing the community profile.  Because the 
purpose of these conversations and gatherings is to generate thinking about the 
community, not an evaluation of the library, it is perfectly acceptable for library board 
and/or staff to initiate and facilitate these meetings.       
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One particularly effective means of engaging several people in describing the community 
is for the library to host a community forum, a gathering of 15-25 people who have been 
identified as community leaders and/or representatives of agencies and organizations 
making a significant contribution to community life.  Worksheets 3 and 4 in Appendix 10 
may help identify potential participants.  The focus of the gathering is to initiate 
discussion of the key issues, assets, and concerns facing the community, and to ponder 
what roles the library might play.  See Appendix 8 for helpful tips on hosting and 
facilitating a community forum. 
 
If broad public consultation is deemed to be necessary, there is a range of 
methodologies to consider.  Several of the methodologies employed in gathering user 
feedback are the same for consulting with the broader public (see sections 4.2.10-14).  
For additional resources, see the ‘Clearinghouse’ section of the SOLS website. 

4.3.4 Gauging the Right Amount of Information to Gather:  How much is enough?   

 
Developing the community profile is not intended to be a huge undertaking that unduly 
taxes the library’s limited resources.  It is important to keep in mind that the purpose of 
the profile is to familiarize library decision-makers with community characteristics so that 
planning decisions are made with a solid understanding of the community context in 
which library service is provided.  How detailed or summarily the community is described 
is a matter for the board to decide, based on such factors as past planning practices, 
current familiarity with community make-up, and the capacity to absorb and make sense 
of reams of information.  Sometimes too much information is as unhelpful as too little.   
 
The “Community Information Checkpoint”, provided as Appendix 9, is intended to help 
plan how extensively to gather information, and again, to help gauge whether enough 
information has been gathered.  As a planning tool, it can prompt discussion and 
decisions regarding the information gathering activities best suited to the situation.  As a 
test or gauging tool, after the information has been gathered, the Checkpoint is intended 
to be completed individually, before sharing responses.  If those involved in the planning 
process can answer ‘yes’ to all five questions and if discussion indicates common 
understanding of the issues identified, eg., there is general agreement on the 3-5 ways 
in which the community is changing, it is reasonable to conclude that enough community 
information has been gathered for planning purposes.   

4.3.5 The Work of Developing a Descriptive Profile of the Community  

 
As with gathering the information, writing the profile can be scaled appropriately to 
satisfy the needs of those involved.  The profile is, typically, for internal use only, as part 
of the Situational Analysis and the planning process.  As such, it does not need to be 
highly polished or written for public consumption.  At its most minimal, the profile need 
be nothing more than a list of key points under each of the following ways to describe 
your community (for corresponding worksheets, see Appendix 10): 

• social and economic factors 

• lifestyles and interests 

• groups and affiliations 

• agencies and services 

• changes occurring  

• community assets     
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Conversely, the profile can be an in-depth summary and analysis under each of the six 
dimensions; or organized around the information gathering activities that were 
undertaken to develop the profile, or any other organizing principle.  When deciding how 
to organize the community profile and how much effort to put into it, it might be worth 
considering its potential long-term use.  You may decide to use several community 
profiles over time as a framework for gauging ongoing changes to the community. 

 
The practice of describing your community through multiple lenses makes it more 
possible to convey the complexity and vitality of community life. 
 
Six ways to describe your community:    

 
 Describe your community in terms of social and economic factors 
The community profiles provided on the Statistics Canada website7 are a good 
starting point for demographic information about a community.  In particular, it 
can be useful to compare percentage breakdowns for various characteristics in 
the community with the province, region, and/or neighbouring communities.  See 
the “Demographics Worksheet” provided as Appendix 7 for some suggested 
comparators.  The municipal planning department and local/regional school 
boards are often excellent sources of further demographic profiles of their service 
areas, including future projections.  Demographic information is very useful in 
planning the library’s programs and services, and in ensuring that programs and 
services remain relevant to the population.        
 
 Describe your community in terms of lifestyles and interests 
Such informal activities as scanning the local and area newspaper(s), directories, 
websites, and community bulletin boards, can yield useful information about local 
interests and hobbies.  Knowing what people in the community are interested in, 
what they value, and how they spend their time and money, contributes 
significantly to an overall understanding of community life.  This understanding, in 
turn, can inform the positioning and prioritizing of the roles the public library will 
play in the community, as well as contribute to collection development and the 
planning of library programs.   
 

                                            
7 http://www12.statcan.ca/english/profil01/PlaceSearchForm1.cfm 
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ILLUSTRATION 3:  6 WAYS TO DESCRIBE YOUR COMMUNITY 

 
 
 Describe your community in terms of groups and affiliations 
Some communities have a formalized community information service, which 
makes learning about groups and affiliations much easier.  For those 
communities without such a resource, the process can be more time consuming, 
but time spent seeking this information is time well spent.  A mix of formal and 
informal measures will uncover the range of organizations, clubs, centres, faith 
communities, and groups to which residents belong.  Useful activities include 
scanning newspapers, the yellow pages of the phone book, directories, websites, 
and talking to people about the groups to which they belong.   
 
The intent of this exercise is not to produce a complete inventory of the 
community’s groups, but to develop a familiarity with the types of groups and 
affiliations that are thriving or struggling to survive in the community, as well as 
the absence of certain types of groups.  Groups and affiliations typically indicate 
loyalty and values, and as such, can provide important information about the 
community, which will assist in the planning and development of library service.  
In addition, the library may choose to play an active role in providing community 
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information as a service of the public library, thereby contributing significantly to 
community awareness8.           
 
 Describe your community in terms of agencies and services 
Many of the same information gathering activities as for lifestyles and interests, 
and groups and affiliations, will also serve to identify agencies and services 
available in the community.  Fortunately, many health and social service 
providers have produced pamphlets or brochures as promotional materials.  
These agencies typically exist in the realm of the public sector, receiving at least 
some government funding; as a result, they tend to be at least nominally familiar 
to the public, though not always as much as might be expected.   
 
While similar to groups and affiliations, the search for agencies and services is 
intended to provide an overview of the degree to which the community meets 
residents’ needs for health, social and government services.  This awareness is 
helpful in understanding information needs of residents, as well as in identifying 
potential partners for the library in meeting those needs.    
 
 Describe your community in terms of changes occurring 
Changes occurring in the community can be related to any number of factors and 
due to a variety of influences, both local and global.  While they may well become 
apparent in each of the other dimensions of the community profile, it is a good 
practice to focus on change as a dimension in its own right.  The obvious 
application of this information is in planning programs and services that are of 
continued relevance and benefit to the community undergoing such changes.     
 
 Describe your community in terms of community assets 
In recent years there has been a shift in community development, away from 
assessing and striving to meet needs, towards assessing and striving to utilize 
assets as the building blocks of any successful social change.  This shift in 
thinking, led by John McKnight and John Kretzmann, both seminal thinkers in 
community development principles and practices, is a much more positive 
approach to community development than traditional frameworks and models.   
 

“Assets are what we want to keep, build upon and sustain for future 
generations.  Assets can be physical things like a building, a local 
swimming pool or a 150-year-old tree in the town square; assets can also 
be intangible, like the work that volunteer groups do to beautify the main 
street or raise funds for the food bank.”9 

 
The fundamental difference is that asset-based community development (also 
called asset mapping) recognizes that there is much to be learned by 
investigating the countless successful community initiatives occurring in almost 
every community; and by identifying the assets that have contributed to those 
successes, and developing strategies to further utilize and strengthen those 
assets, communities can be dramatically revitalized from the inside out.  As an 
approach to facilitating collective efforts to bring about positive change, asset 

                                            
8 Providing a community information service will necessitate a more thorough inventory of groups, affiliations, agencies, and 
services in the community, and a commitment to keep the information current.   
9 Canadian Rural Partnership.  Asset Mapping: A handbook  2002, page 4, 
<www.rural.gc.ca/conference/documents/mapping_e.phtml> (29 August 2006).  

http://www.rural.gc.ca/conference/documents/mapping_e.phtml
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mapping is gaining momentum, both with community developers and within many 
faith communities.  It seems to have particular appeal to rural communities, 
perhaps because it is more energizing, and therefore, more effective, to talk 
about strengths and assets, than it is to talk about the many unmet needs in rural 
communities.  
 
The advantages of this approach to rural communities are further explained in a 
handbook on asset mapping produced by the Canadian Rural Partnership: 
 

“Asset mapping is a process that works in both rural areas and small 
towns in Canada.  Rural areas are very diverse and have assets that vary 
widely across the country.  The various techniques of asset mapping … 
allow for different asset combinations to emerge, and, as a result, permit 
the ‘unique features and special character’ of rural places to be 
recognized … Asset mapping provides the information and energy for 
individual and combined asset mobilization at the community level.  Asset 
mapping as a process has the potential to be inclusive of all community 
dimensions, features and interests.”10 

 
The handbook promotes an asset mapping model that identifies five categories 
of assets in any given community: 
 

• natural (such as environment and water) 

• built (physical things built, including infrastructure) 

• social (the social aspect of living in the community) 

• economic (jobs and a varied economy that people and communities draw 
on for their livelihoods)  

• service (such as health and educational services). 
               
While asset mapping is best achieved in groups that are representative of 
various peoples, organizations and services in the community, engaged in a 
collective effort to name everything good about their community, it can also be 
done by utilizing information already gathered.  It becomes a matter of identifying 
the natural, built, social, economic and service assets that show up in the 
descriptions of community groups, affiliations, events, initiatives, services and 
agencies.   
 
An additional form of information gathering that is very effective in uncovering 
assets is storytelling:  telling and analyzing success stories; stories of someone 
or something that has made a difference to the community; problems turned into 
opportunities; community-wide projects or celebrations; people who know how to 
make things happen; and situations that illustrate the community at its best.  
Having told and/or heard the stories, the next step is to identify the capacities 
and community resources (human and other) that led to the success, the values 
held by those who made it happen; and the vision that compelled people to take 
action. 
 
An important advantage of the asset-based approach to community analysis and 
development is that it makes people feel good about their community; and people 

                                            
10 Page 5, Canadian Rural Partnership.  Asset Mapping:  A handbook.  
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who feel good are far more likely to get involved.  Thus, stories of success breed 
more successes.   
 

“Recognizing common assets changes the way we think about our 
communities because it unites people around a positive identity and a 
collective cause.”11      
 

In terms of application to library service, identifying community assets can be a 
very powerful way of thinking about the library’s role in the community.  Instead 
of assessing needs and deficiencies, and striving to meet those needs, and fill 
those deficiencies, it can be quite potent and inspiring to view the library and its 
programs and services as a means of supporting, facilitating, coordinating, and 
galvanizing community assets.  In a very real way, the library can serve the 
community by providing programs and services that help the community be the 
very best it can be.   

4.4 Checking for Alignment with Municipal Council  

 
The more a public library can align itself with the directions and priorities of its funding 
municipality, the greater the chances are that Municipal Council and staff will perceive the 
library as an important community service.  This valuing of the library’s contribution to the 
community by the primary funder will, in turn, improve the chances of the library procuring 
the level of funding it needs to sustain and improve the service it provides.  The work of 
aligning the library’s strategic directions with the priorities and strategies of its primary 
funding body is equally applicable to every variance in governance.  Whether the funding 
body is a single municipality, a county or region, or a First Nation Band Council, money 
more easily flows to those services deemed to be in line with important issues and strategic 
priorities. 
 
During the information gathering phase of the Situational Analysis, the library board and 
staff are afforded an excellent opportunity to give focused attention to understanding the 
formal and informal priorities of the municipal decision-makers, with a view to establishing 
important linkages between those priority issues and upcoming library initiatives.   
 
The Municipality’s strategic plan, if there is one, is an important resource for understanding 
the formal, strategic priorities that have been identified.  In the absence of a strategic plan, 
other documentation that might prove helpful would be:  any business and/or service plans; 
media releases; Council agendas and reports; media reports of ongoing or recurring issues; 
a community vision statement and/or community values.  It can also be extremely beneficial 
to engage municipal senior staff and elected officials in conversation regarding important 
issues and future directions, especially in the absence of written strategies.  These 
conversations can be generated one-on-one or in small groups.   

 
For purposes of the Situational Analysis, the work is to gather information that will assist in 
understanding municipal priorities and checking for alignment.  The work of aligning is a 
larger undertaking that is done over time, on an ongoing basis.  Ideally, one or more of the 
directions identified in the library’s essential plan, when completed, is clearly aligned with 

                                            
11 Page 4, Canadian Rural Partnership.  Asset Mapping:  A handbook. 
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an important municipal issue.  Knowing about and responding to changes in direction or 
priorities at the municipal level is an ongoing process that constitutes important board work.      

4.5 Scanning the Library’s External Environment  

 
It is important to balance the local information gathered with a scan of the library’s and the 
community’s external environment, which includes a variety of forces with the potential to 
influence the library’s future.  For example, social trends, such as increased immigration 
and the nearing retirement of baby boomers, have significant ramifications for the 
development of library services.  Consumer trends, such as the growth of market sectors 
related to home improvements, decorating and gardening, indicate growing interests that 
should inform collection development and adult programming.  In Ontario, an example less 
related to service, but impacting public libraries, nonetheless, is the increased demand for 
accountability and performance measures in the public sector.  This has certainly changed 
what libraries measure and how these measures are reported to their funding 
municipalities.      

 
Environmental scans typically include compiling relevant information from any of the four 
categories, collectively known as STEP:  Socio-Cultural; Technological; Economic; and 
Political.  In addition, environmental scanning for public libraries should consider trends and 
issues in the broader library world; and trends and issues in the public/ not-for-profit sector.  
The following list highlights some of the trends of particular importance to the planning and 
development of public library service: 
 

• Socio-Cultural 
o Demographics 
o Immigration; growing cultural diversity 
o Educational patterns, eg. home schooling; online learning 
o Values, eg. consumerism, special interest groups 
o Arts and culture as community hubs 
o Increased interest in public space; community pride. 

 

• Technological 
o Advances in Information Technology 
o New standards, protocols required for consistency and networking 
o New material formats, eg. MP3 audio books 
o Assistive technology devices for people with special needs 
o Bandwidth and related access issues. 

 

• Economic 
o Employment patterns; unemployment 
o Minimum wage 
o Disposable income; leisure spending 
o Local economy; downtown vacancy/ vitality; development 
o Impact of provincial downloading on local services 
o Changes in taxation. 

 

• Political  
o Political climate – government activity (all 3 levels) 
o Grass roots politics 
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o Environmentalism a growing concern; global warming 
o Renewed focus on community development; capacity building 
o New legislation; changes to legislation 
o Public demand for government accountability 
o Government focus on particular services, eg. Early Years project, 

community development initiatives 
o Provincial and municipal interest in cultural planning/ mapping. 

 

• Library trends  
o Libraries fulfilling role of public space 
o Library facilities are being built and renovated with attention to comfort 

and aesthetics 
o Libraries are developing their websites as ways of offering library service 

24/7, providing remote access to electronic resources and services.  See 
Appendix 11 for additional trends in Ontario public libraries. 

 

• Not-for-profit sector trends 
o A swell of retirements on the horizon; a leadership deficit looming 
o Increased reliance on collaboration and partnership 
o Heightened focus on planning 
o A wealth of fundraising tools and resources available online. 

 
The points identified in the list are not meant to be exhaustive, but rather, indicative of the 
kinds of information that are found to be useful in thinking about the external forces that will 
contribute to shaping the future of library service.      
 
It is a good practice for library staff and board members to start noticing and sharing 
relevant statistics, trends and predictions as they appear, often in our daily newspapers and 
weekly news/ lifestyle magazines.  Such clippings can easily be made part of the monthly 
board package, and distributed at staff meetings; time can then be set aside for discussion 
of such issues periodically, and, in particular, when conducting the next Situational 
Analysis.  See Appendix 12 for examples of headlines indicative of noteworthy trends.            
 
At the time of Essential Planning, it is important to provide board members with a package 
of background reading that highlights some key trends and issues for consideration as 
external forces in the library’s current or emerging reality, (ie) changes on the horizon.   
 
While trends have to be monitored regularly to ensure currency, libraries in general do not 
tend to change directions quickly or suddenly, and momentums in the library world typically 
build slowly and remain relevant for a number of years.    

4.6 Articulating the Library’s Mission and Values 

4.6.1 A Shared Understanding of the Mission 

 
The work of articulating the library’s mission is that of engaging in conversation and big 
picture thinking in order to come to a shared understanding of the purpose of the public 
library in the community, why it exists, and what it does for whom.  Once achieved, the 
shared understanding then needs to be expressed in a concise sentence.  It can be a 
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considerable challenge to state, in as few words as possible, what the public library does 
exceptionally well that is unique or different from what other organizations do.   

 
When developing your mission statement, consider the full scope of your target 
audience.  The statement should be brief, simple and direct, in non-technical language. 

 
The following example is the mission statement for a women’s shelter in London, 
Ontario: 

 
“Providing safe places and services for abused women and their children.”    

 
The mission statement declares what the shelter does, for whom, in simple, 
straightforward language.  The power of the statement comes from the simplicity of it, 
the fact that these few words make it absolutely clear why the shelter exists, and what 
difference it makes in the community.     

 
London Public Library also achieved the power of simplicity in articulating its mission as: 

 
“London Public Library provides equitable access to the world of information and 
creative expression.” 

 
It is worth noting that, unlike many mission statements, there is no mention of meeting or 
responding to needs in London Public Library’s stated mission.  While responding to 
needs is a worthy, and sometimes mandated, endeavour, it is not particularly inspiring.  
And since the value of a mission statement lies in its capacity to inspire those who are 
working to fulfill it, it is worth taking the time to articulate what it is the library does more 
positively, more pro-actively, and more descriptively, than to say the library meets the 
needs of the community.   

 
An additional word of caution in developing an effective mission statement is to try to 
avoid the use of the words ‘by’ or ‘through’.  Once you introduce either one of them, you 
are, in fact, diluting the power of your statement by expanding into how you achieve 
your mission. 

4.6.2 Naming Values 

 
Whereas a mission statement specifies what you do, for whom, organizational values 
speak to how you intend to behave while fulfilling your mission or purpose.  Values 
describe what your organization deems to be important and worth protecting; they serve 
as inspiration, urging people throughout the organization to behave in ways that reflect 
those values.  Values can also serve to help shape policies and procedures, so that 
these written documents reflect that which the Board has named as important and worth 
protecting.     

   
Some examples of organizational values held by public libraries include: 

• Community 

• Lifelong Learning 

• Information 

• Intellectual Freedom 

• Human interaction 
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• Creativity 

• A Skilled, Knowledgeable Staff 

• A Commitment to Excellent Service 

• Innovation 

• Diversity. 
 

Values endeavour to convey how you want the organization to be seen by others, what 
you want it to be known and remembered for in the community.   

 
Because mission statements often imply values in addition to the statement of purpose, 
some libraries opt not to name additional values.  Using London Public Library’s mission 
statement as an example, the library clearly stands for the values of equity, information 
and creative expression.   
 
While deciding whether or not to name values is entirely a local decision, there can be 
good reasons to engage in the work of identifying what it is the library stands for, naming 
the values that speak to how the library intends to do business.  Some of the more 
common reasons are: 
 

• Sometimes, there are local situations that make it beneficial for the library to have 
named a particular value, (ie) the local political environment might lead to a library 
naming a value such as ‘community’, or ‘heritage’.   

 

• In some cases, the naming of values serves as a connection between the local 
library and the broader library world, through the inclusion of values that are 
fundamental to the library profession, such as ‘intellectual freedom’ or ‘diversity’.   

 

• Another good reason to engage in a values discussion is if there are indications that 
not everyone is operating from the same values.  In this case, decision-making can 
improve dramatically following the work of identifying and endorsing shared values 
for the library.  Naming ‘knowledgeable staff’ as an organizational value, for example, 
makes it far more difficult to summarily dismiss the staff training budget every year.              

4.6.3 Choosing a Process for Articulating Mission and Values 

 
There are as many approaches to articulating mission and values as there are 
facilitators.  And while it does not matter which approach is used by an individual library, 
it does matter that the approach followed allows for thinking together by engaging in 
genuine conversation that is both divergent and convergent in nature.  The conversation 
should initially be a free flowing, creative and expansive exchange of ideas that diverge 
into multiple possibilities for purpose or mission.  Once all of the possibilities have been 
named, the work of the group is to be selective, to consider all of the possibilities in light 
of community awareness and other relevant information, and to decide collectively what 
one, two, or three ideas best capture the library’s purpose or mission.  It is a matter of, 
once you’ve exhausted the ideas, allowing for the natural synthesis or convergence of 
many possibilities into those few that are right for this particular library at this moment in 
time.   
 
One way of stretching yourselves to be selective and succinct is to try to write a mission 
statement that fits on the back of a business card.  Doing this in two or three groups 
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gives the larger group a reasonable choice of language and concepts with which to craft 
the mission statement.   

 
If the library board has hired a facilitator to assist with the work of articulating mission 
and values, the facilitator usually develops the group process that will guide the session.  
While the use of an external facilitator does free every member of the board to 
participate more fully in the discussion, it is possible to follow a self-facilitated process to 
writing mission and values.  This is particularly true if the library already has a mission 
statement and/or values and the work at hand is to review, and revise or confirm.  
Appendices 13 and 14 suggest approaches for self-facilitation of this work.  A review of 
the section on conversation and group process (section 2) would also be beneficial 
before embarking upon a self-facilitated process.       

4.7 The Collective Analysis:  Putting it all Together  

 
The collective analysis of the information gathered begins most effectively with simple 
conversation.  Those responsible for planning library service need to create the time and 
space to talk about what the Situational Analysis has told you, what you have learned that 
seems important and what it means for library service.  Initially, you need the chance to ask 
each other sense making questions, such as:   

 

• What do you think this means?   

• How do you reconcile this and that?   

• What changes do you see as important?   

• How do you make sense of the fact that …?    
 

During this time, it is important to pay attention to the differing perspectives, to resist the 
temptation to come to quick conclusions before giving due consideration to the complexity 
of the overall picture presented by the information coming from different directions, and the 
multiple interpretations of that information. 

 
Exchanging views on these and similar questions allows for a collective weighing and sifting 
of the individual pieces of information that have been gathered.  The act of engaging in this 
collective weighing and sifting typically takes one to two hours, and in the process, the 
group begins to identify those things that keep coming up as important or significant.   
 
As well, there may be questions that emerge.  In some cases, the questions are factual in 
nature and can be answered by an individual on the board and/or library or municipal staff; 
sometimes the questions point to the need for more information that needs to be gathered; 
and sometimes the questions are important considerations in the planning process, issues 
that the plan should address.   
 
It is a good practice to acknowledge the questions that do emerge in the process of 
weighing and sifting the information.  Those for which an answer exists require follow-up.  
Those that indicate a gap in information might need to be addressed before proceeding.  
Perhaps, there needs to be one or more focus groups, or key informant interviews 
conducted; or perhaps, more information about the community needs to be gathered.  It is 
best to extend the Situational Analysis to address the gap, if the missing information is 
deemed significant in terms of understanding the current reality.  Those questions that 
indicate issues that the plan should address need to be brought forward into the remaining 
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stages of the planning process.  A pressing question about whether a community needs 
more than one library, for example, needs to be part of the visioning process, and the 
answer reflected, one way or other, in the strategic directions.   
 
Once there’s been a healthy exchange of views and perspectives regarding the information 
gathered and what it means, it is time to synthesize and determine a shared meaning for 
what you have learned from your Situational Analysis.  One of the simplest ways of putting 
meaning to a lot of information is to collectively develop lists of the positive and negative 
connotations of the information, and then prioritize each list in terms of importance.   

4.7.1 Synthesizing and Prioritizing the Information  

 
Collectively identifying the significance of information as either a positive or negative 
force in the library’s current reality, or on the horizon, is an efficient and effective way to 
analyze and synthesize a lot of information into one complex reality.  In the case of a 
broad-based Situational Analysis, a series of four negative and positive lists will serve as 
points of synthesis, providing a solid basis for summarizing the library’s current situation.  
The four points of synthesis are: 

 

 
Things we are doing well 

 

 
Things we could do better 

 
Community strengths  

we support 
 

 
Community characteristics we  

could pay more attention to 

 
Environmental forces  

that help us 
 

 
Environmental forces  

that hinder us 

 
Changes we want  

to take advantage of  
 

 
Changes that are obstacles  

we need to be aware of 

 
 

A successful synthesis is an informed group undertaking, something that is only 
possible when the participants have duly familiarized themselves with the findings of the 
Situational Analysis, and have had the opportunity to engage in conversation, sharing 
and clarifying their understanding of the information they have read.  The process itself 
can be quite simple.  One effective approach is to divide the group into four small 
groups.   
 
Each of the groups is assigned one of the four points of synthesis and asked to complete 
both lists.  They are encouraged to draw from any and all information gathered through 
the Situational Analysis, and in particular, those items that have emerged as important in 
earlier group conversation.  Participants are advised not to take up the whole page with 
their lists, as in a short while, the groups will swap lists and add their own ideas.  
Subsequent groups are not allowed to cross anything out, but are free to add what they 
think is appropriate to each list, even if it contradicts an earlier entry.   
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Once everyone has had an opportunity to name things for all four points (a total of eight 
lists), tape the lists to a wall and ask everyone to silently review them, confirming for 
themselves that everything that emerged as important in the earlier discussions has 
shown up on a list.  Items missing are raised and added.   
 
Each participant is then given coloured data dots and asked to use the dots to identify 
the three most important items on each list, (ie) the three most important things the 
library is doing well, the three most important things the library could do better, etc.  
‘Important’ is defined as those forces with the greatest potential to impact or influence 
the future of the library.   
 

Once everyone has ‘voted’, the group ends up with a visual indication of three to six key 
positives and negatives for all four points of synthesis, serving as a good working summary of 
the library’s current situation.  It is now possible to redirect everyone’s attention to envisioning a 
successful future, rooted in a solid understanding of the current reality.
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5. IMAGINING A COMPELLING VISION OF THE LIBRARY’S FUTURE  
 

 
The work of developing a vision involves taking the time to imagine success and excellence; 
picturing and describing what the library looks like in a desirable future where it is very 
successful achieving its mission, providing exemplary service to the community.  To be 
meaningful, a vision must be rooted in both the current reality and real possibilities.  It should 
also be detailed enough that it compels people to take action that moves the library towards that 
desirable future.   
 
 
From the Files 
The vision statement of the Bracebridge Public Library identifies the library as a cultural and 
community hub: 
 
As a community gathering space, the library offers programming for all ages, supports learning 
and leisure in a welcoming environment, and provides personable and professional assistance 
in accessing print and electronic resources, local information and the latest in information 
technology. 
 
The vision of the future glimpsed here is descriptive enough to make anyone familiar with the 
Bracebridge Library realize that achieving the vision will require a library expansion.  Currently, 
the facility limits the extent to which the library can offer programming or be a community 
gathering space.  The vision also requires a commitment to staying abreast of technological 
advances.  At the same time, aspects of the vision are rooted in the current reality:  the library 
does offer programming to the best of its ability, given the current facility and staffing levels; and 
it does offer a welcoming environment, and personable and professional assistance. 

 
 
Ultimately, a good vision of library service describes how the community will be different and 
better if the library achieves the future it has imagined.  Consider, as an example, Brampton 
Public Library’s vision, which speaks of a community greatly impacted by the library’s success:       
 

Brampton Library will provide exceptional access to highly valued services through a full 
complement of contemporary facilities.  Our customer centred service delivery and 
community partnerships are the foundation of the community’s support.  Through 
superior service and financial stability, Brampton Library’s social and economic 
contribution to the community will be widely recognized and supported. 

KNOW 
WHERE YOU 
WANT TO BE 
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Brampton’s vision speaks of a future in which the library’s facilities, programs and services, and 
its very existence, is widely understood to contribute significantly to the quality of life in the 
community.  The achievement of such a vision requires new and revitalized facilities, a 
sustained focus on the diverse needs of individuals, and the establishment of new and creative 
partnerships.  It also requires a concerted effort to raise the municipality’s awareness of the 
economic value of the library to the business community, and the community’s understanding of 
the immense social value of the public library.   
 
To further illustrate the role of a vision statement, it can be helpful to compare the mission and 
vision of a single organization.   
 

According to its mission statement, Lincoln Public Library is:  
 

“dedicated to offering a full range of programs, services and materials that advance 
the personal growth, life-long learning and recreational needs of its community.” 

 
According to its vision, Lincoln Public Library is: 
 

a key partner in the development of the economic 
and cultural well being of its community.” 

 
Whereas the mission statement addresses that which the library is already doing, offering 
programs and services that advance the personal growth, life-long learning and recreational 
needs of its community, the vision addresses that towards which the library is reaching.  In this 
case, the future imagined depicts a library that is so well connected, politically and through a 
vast web of community relationships, that it is widely recognized and valued for its significant 
contributions to the community’s economic and cultural well being.  Not surprisingly, advocacy, 
community alliances and participating in municipal cultural planning feature prominently as 
strategies in Lincoln Public Library’s strategic plan.       
 
Having a shared vision across the organization helps individuals work towards a common 
purpose, understanding their own unique contribution to it.  It is easier to set priorities, 
coordinate work and resolve differences when everyone has a clear sense of where the library 
is going.  It is also exciting and energizing to work together towards the promise of a successful 
future.  See Appendix 15 for other sample vision statements.      

 
 

“Attractive visions of the future have great power.  We call the organization that is organized 

around a deep sense of values, mission and vision the essence-driven organization.  This kind of 

organization has tapped the energy that results from its own clarity of direction and focus.  The 

essence-driven organization has a greater capacity to weather changes in marketplace and 

customer demand because of the clarity of its core purpose.  An organization driven by its 

essence knows its purpose and why it is important.  Organizations that are tied to their essence 

are more powerful, command more commitment from employees and can get more done in a 

changing environment.”   
Scott, Cynthia D.  Organizational Vision, Values, and Mission:  Building  

the Organization of Tomorrow.  Crisp Publications, Inc., 1993. 
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5.1 The Value of a Facilitated Process 

 
Whereas the work of summarizing the library’s current reality was that of analyzing and 
synthesizing, the work of developing an appealing vision of the future is that of imagining.  
While some approaches to planning involve a systematic analysis of future trends in 
developing a vision, the Essential Planning approach focuses on imagining what total 
success will look like, knowing what you know about the current reality and the most 
significant changes underway.  As adults we are afforded few opportunities to exercise our 
imagination.  As a result, far too many of us believe we are lacking in imagination and 
creativity.  While the reality is that anyone capable of thinking is also capable of thinking 
creatively and imaginatively, it is not something most of us can do on demand, simply 
because we are so out of practice.   
 
Because we are unused to utilizing our imagination, an external facilitator, especially one 
skilled in creative thinking principles and practices, can be an invaluable asset during the 
visioning phase of the planning process.  It is of enormous benefit to have someone 
capable guide you through the work of imagining a successful future.  An outside voice can 
more easily engage even the most reluctant participant and keep the group’s energy 
focused on an appealing future.  An outside voice can more easily keep cynicism and 
funding concerns at bay, until later, so that the full range of possibilities can be imagined 
and described.  An outside voice can temper the realism and help the group navigate the 
territory between a future unimpeded by current realities and a future that is unattainable 
because it is too disconnected from current realities.  For all of these reasons, it is 
recommended that the library engage an outside facilitator to conduct the visioning session.    
 
The facilitator you hire will have his/her own approach to visioning, relieving you of 
responsibility for developing a process. As is true any time you work with a consultant or 
facilitator, it is important to spend time describing the particulars of your situation, and 
ensuring that the expert you have hired clearly understands your needs and intends to 
address them.  In the case of visioning, this often means taking into consideration, and 
including in any scenario work, any known changes or developments on the horizon.  If, for 
example, the municipality is projecting significant population growth, such growth needs to 
be part of the library’s vision of the future.  Similarly, any definite plans on the part of the 
library need to be factored into any scenarios intended as a possible future for the library.  
In any case, because the mandate of a public library is to develop programs and services 
responsive to community needs, it is necessary to imagine the community in the future 
before imagining the library’s future in which it is successfully serving that community.                      
 
The following guiding principles may prove useful in conversations with your facilitator, 
aimed at informing the approach to developing a shared vision: 
 

• Visioning requires using the imagination, and imagination can be stimulated 
through the use of creative thinking techniques.  It can be enormously helpful (and 
a great deal of fun) to precede the work of visioning with creative thinking exercises 
aimed at stretching the imagination, as one would stretch a muscle prior to a physical 
workout.  One activity that works quite well is to ask participants, in groups, to answer a 
series of simile-based questions:  How is the library like a donut?  How is the library like 
an aquarium?  How is the library like a bucket?  A similar approach is to give each small 
group a series of random, quirky, unrelated images (photos and/or graphic images), 
asking them to devise a sentence that uses a metaphor evoked by one of the images to 
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describe some aspect of the library.  Such figurative approaches to thinking about what 
a library is and does serve to stretch and enhance the more literal thinking that goes 
into articulating the vision and identifying the strategic directions to achieve that vision.   

 

• A positive frame of mind is a prerequisite for imagining a desirable future.  While 
this may seem obvious, it is worth voicing as part of the pre-visioning remarks.  It has 
happened, for example, that concern for the direction in which the municipality appears 
to be moving leads to a vision of the community as over-developed and undesirable, 
making it virtually impossible to then imagine a desirable future for the library.  Focusing 
participants on their best hopes for the kind of community they would like to live in, and 
would like their children and grandchildren to live in, helps keep everyone reaching for 
the best future they can imagine, both for the community and the library. 

 

• A ten year horizon works well for purposes of visioning.  Ten years hence is far 
enough away that we can imagine the community and the library will be different in 
important ways, and not so far away as to be unimaginable.  Even if the plan itself is for 
a four-to-five year span, it works well to envision the library enjoying success ten years 
from now.   

 

• For it to serve effectively as a future worth reaching for, something in the vision 
statement must not yet be true.  Whether for athletes, corporations, or library boards, 
holding a vision of success not yet achieved generates a creative tension that inspires 
and motivates and compels those who share the vision to keep aspiring and working 
towards it.  Whereas the mission statement conveys as succinctly as possible what the 
library is already doing, and for whom, the vision conveys something new and different 
that the library is reaching towards, because achieving it would make the community a 
better place to live.   

 
As with the mission statement and the strategic directions, it may not be possible to arrive 
at the final wording of the vision statement during the visioning session itself.  It is far more 
important, at this stage, to agree on the concepts that will comprise the vision of a 
successful future for the library, and reach a shared understanding of what is meant by 
each of the concepts.  Everyone in the room needs to hold a similar picture of what success 
looks like before deciding on how to achieve that success.  Final wording can come later.   
 
A vision statement need not be as succinct as a mission statement, and may, in fact, be a 
short paragraph in length.      
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6. IDENTIFYING THE STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS THAT WILL ACHIEVE THE VISION 

 

 
 

Once you have collectively analyzed and summarized the library’s current reality and imagined 
a compelling future for the library, you are in a position to name the three to five thrusts or 
change efforts that emerge as being important to moving the library closer to the future you’ve 
imagined.  These three to five change efforts become the strategic directions that will form the 
basis of the plan. 
 
Because imagining success is uplifting and energizing, it can be extremely beneficial to identify 
the strategic directions immediately following, in the same session.  The energy tends to carry 
over into the more concrete task of naming the change efforts that have emerged as important.  
As well, because the vision has been so recently developed, everyone will recall what it is that 
appeals about the vision, and the background thinking that went into it.  Identifying the strategic 
directions typically takes no more than an hour when added to the end of a visioning session.    
 
The easiest way to think about identifying the right strategic directions to move the library 
forward is to focus on the gap that exists between where the library is right now and where it 
needs to be if it is to achieve the future you’ve imagined. Then ask yourselves what it is that will 
narrow the gap.  In a sense, you need to work from two different directions at once, starting in 
the present, reaching towards the future success imagined, while also working backwards from 
the vision, naming the interim steps that would make what you’ve imagined a reality.  The 
following questions should help in identifying the work that would move the library closer to its 
future success: 
 

• Referring to the four points of synthesis, what overall positive forces can the library build 
on and maximize in order to move closer to its compelling future? 

• What overall negative forces should the library work to diminish or eliminate in order to 
move closer to its compelling future? 

• Referring to earlier planning discussions (the Situational Analysis session and the 
Visioning session), what themes or issues emerged repeatedly? 

• Referring to the successful future you’ve imagined, what about the library would have to 
be different? 

• What are the critical success factors – those things that must come true – before the 
future you’ve imagined can be a reality?   

• Of everything the library could work on, what three to five change efforts would most 
contribute to the library realizing its vision of future success?   

 
PLAN HOW TO 

GET FROM HERE 
TO THERE; 
USE VERBS 

TO DESCRIBE 
THE WORK TO 

BE DONE. 
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At this point in the process, it is important to think broadly, identifying the areas of work to be 
undertaken by the library.  If people get into naming ideas for specific projects or tasks, record 
the ideas and identify the broader work that would incorporate such ideas.  If, for example, 
someone raises the idea of making presentations to all of the service clubs in town, it would be 
important to tie that idea to a larger effort, such as raising the library’s profile in the community. 
 
It is also important to avoid getting paralyzed by language at this stage of the process.  While 
finding the right way of expressing the strategic directions is a laudable and necessary task, the 
more immediate priority is to seek agreement on the work to be done.  Before the plan can be 
further developed, everyone has to agree on no more than five strategic areas of work the 
library will focus its efforts and resources on for the next four to five years.   

6.1 A Group Process for Identifying the Strategic Directions 

 
A simple group process for reaching agreement on the strategic directions is to allow 
participants quiet time to review the day’s work and identify what each sees as the most 
important work or change efforts to pursue.  Once each individual has chosen no more than 
five, move into small groups (four to five people) and, as a group, decide on no more than 
five strategic directions, based on everyone’s choices.  As tempting as it is to ignore the 
limitation of ‘no more than five’, it is advisable to enforce this restriction upon yourself and 
each other.  Otherwise, if five strategic directions become six or seven, and each strategic 
direction has six or seven or eight objectives, rather than a maximum of five each, the end 
result is a plan with 40-50 objectives and 200 tasks.  That is to say, the end result is a plan 
that will paralyze by sheer volume of work to be done.  Such a plan will not prove useful 
because it is too unrealistic, making the entire planning process an exercise in futility. 

 
Depending on how many small groups there are, and how aligned the group’s thinking is, 
there may or may not be the need to use data dots for individual prioritizing once all of the 
groups have announced their five strategic directions.  If possible, record all of the strategic 
directions suggested on one flip chart page.  This facilitates the combining of similar or 
related ideas, and makes prioritizing with data dots simple if, after the combining, there are 
still too many ideas and voting proves necessary. 

 
 

“The cascade effect is the outcome of not saying No.  Let’s say, for example, that you don’t 

like the idea of limiting your organization to three to five strategic priorities and instead 

decide that you want ten.  Having ten strategic priorities allows the organization to do 

everything and keeps everyone happy.  Now let’s say that you are more focused in setting 

objectives and develop an average of four objectives for each strategic priority …  So with 

ten strategic priorities, we end up with 40 objectives and up to 80 action steps.  This is the 

cascade effect and it is dangerous if you have limited resources and want to make any 

meaningful accomplishments.  Remember that the action steps that come out of a strategic 

plan often add to the work that already is being done on a day-to-day basis.  You are far 

better off, making a meaningful improvement in two or three areas than having a minor or 

no effect on ten.”   
Robinson, Ron.  “Translating Vision into Action.”  Charity Village Home  

Page, 29 August 2006, <www.charityvillage.ca> (Jan. 2003).  
 

http://www.charityvillage.ca/
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7. BUILDING THE PLAN BY ESTABLISHING OBJECTIVES AND TASKS FOR EACH 
STRATEGIC DIRECTION  

 
The three to five strategic directions selected will form the framework of the library’s plan.  The 
follow-up work in building the plan is to identify the objectives and tasks related to each strategic 
direction.  This involves a process of taking the broad aims named at the strategic direction level 
and defining them in terms of desired outcomes and specific, concrete activities or changes to 
be undertaken by board and/or staff.  This work of building the plan is typically done by a 
smaller group than the board/ staff mix that developed the vision and identified the strategic 
directions.  Ideally, a small writing committee or task force, comprised of four to five people, and 
a mix of board and staff, is given the mandate to complete the plan, based on the vision and 
strategic directions.  The writing group is often the Planning Committee that was established at 
the beginning of the process.   

7.1 The Value of Brainstorming 

 
It can be helpful for the writing group to begin its work with a brainstorming session.  Take 
each strategic direction and jot down all of the ideas that come to mind, related to achieving 
that strategic direction.  Ask yourselves:   

 

• What does this strategic direction mean for the library? 

• What will be different when this strategic direction has been achieved?          

• What will it look like?  

• What work does it involve? 
 

Name everything you can think of, capturing any and all possibilities in terms of library 
service, operations, administration, and governance.  The purpose of brainstorming is to 
generate as many ideas as possible, pretending, for the moment, that money is of no 
concern.  There will be plenty of time to be practical and reasonable.  First, it is important to 
be creative and cognizant of the full range of possible activities to be considered under 
each strategic direction. 

7.2 Naming 3-5 Objectives for Each Strategic Direction 

 
Once everyone’s ideas have been collected, it is time to think critically about the work 
required to achieve the strategic direction.  This is a matter of grouping the ideas into the 
desired outcomes for the library (what you want to happen as a result of this strategic 
direction).  Naming the outcomes first, facilitates the process of identifying key work that will 
lead to each of the outcomes.  The choice of verb selected for each objective is a crucial 
aspect of naming the desired outcome.  See Appendix 16 for a list of active verbs that 
frequently show up in planning documents.       

 
An objective is a milestone designed to provide reliable information about progress towards 
achieving the strategic direction and, ultimately, progress towards the future you’ve 
imagined.  For it to serve as an effective milestone, an objective must be a verb that 
signifies work the library is prepared to do.  In addition, an objective should meet each of 
five criteria.   
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While not every objective is measurable, it is important to choose language that leads to a 
shared understanding throughout the library of what is meant by the objective and what 
constitutes achievement of it.    
 

 

 
From the Files 
The Library Board and management staff for Georgina Public Library wanted the library’s 
plan to address the potential to improve and expand library service offered by technology.  
At the same time, they recognized that not all barriers to service could be solved through a 
technology upgrade.  They wanted to bring together, under one objective, the work related 
to making the library as accessible and far-reaching as possible.  The major initiatives 
identified in this area were: 

• Work with the Town’s Accessibility Committee’s recommendations 

• Hire a youth/technical services librarian to develop emerging technologies and services 
to better serve teens and younger adults 

• Work with existing vendors and consortia to maintain a high level of current digital 
services for patrons 

• Provide special needs workstations in each branch 

• Develop outreach programs to overcome distance and the lack of public transportation, 
and other social barriers to access. 

 
They arrived at the following Strategic Direction: 
Advance public service through innovation 
 
And four related objectives: 
 
Objective 1 
Develop staff expertise to manage the delivery of library service via information technology. 
 
Objective 2 
Develop and maintain a high level of digital services through regular upgrades and 
enhancements provided by vendors. 

 
An objective should: 

 
1. Make something about the library different; 
2. Represent a worthy expenditure of library resources, providing more 

benefit than it costs; 
3. Address the gap between where the library is right now and where the 

library needs to be; 
4. Serve to either improve library service or build the library’s capacity to 

improve library service; 
5. Be conveyed in descriptive, outcome-based language that makes the 

achievement of it recognizable.  
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Objective 3 
Overcome social and geographic barriers to accessing library service. 
 
Objective 4 
Improve access to library services for people with special needs. 
 

7.3 Identifying the Tasks Associated with each Objective  

 
Some strategic directions and objectives are, by their nature, board work or staff work, 
while others involve activities by both.  This distinction of who owns the work to be done is 
an important consideration at the level of identifying tasks under each objective.  This is 
where it is particularly helpful having representatives of board and staff on the writing 
committee.  The aim here is to identify no more than five key tasks related to accomplishing 
each objective.  While this is typically the final level of detail for purposes of building the 
essential plan, the tasks listed here are often at the level of a small project, involving the 
work of more than one person.  Responsibility is assigned to the individual who will be held 
accountable in terms of ensuring the ‘project’ is completed.  It is that person’s responsibility 
to assign and/or coordinate the work of those who will be involved.  This further level of 
detail is operational in nature; such detail properly belongs in an internal planning document 
written for purposes of managing and monitoring the implementation of the library’s 
essential plan.      

 
The following categories of library work may prove useful in thinking about the tasks that 
will achieve the strategic directions: 

• Services 

• Collections 

• Programs 

• Technology 

• Staffing 

• Training 

• Facilities 

• Relationships 

• Communications 
 

Of course, you will also want to refer back to the ideas generated during the brainstorming, 
as well as any that may have emerged while imagining the future.  This is also the time to 
go back to any questions that were raised during the Situational Analysis, ensuring the plan 
addresses all that it was intended to address.     

 
It is important to be realistic about what the library can achieve in the next few years.  Tasks 
named in the plan are those changes you are committed to make happen.  
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From the Files 
Having developed objectives for each strategic direction, the library planners for the 
Penetanguishene Public Library then had to identify the tasks related to each objective.  To do 
so, they asked themselves what it would take to make that objective achievable, what the work 
would be, and what success would look like.  They were then able to decide on appropriate 
tasks/ actions and identify those they were willing to commit to achieving through the course of 
the plan. 
 
One of their objectives highlighted the important role library staff plays in providing access to 
library service.  They then identified the following actions: 
 
Strategic Direction 1:  Improve access to library service. 
 
Objective 1.2 
Position staff as an effective bridge between library resources and individual needs. 
 
Actions: 
Establish a Board policy that guarantees funding for staff training. 
Produce a service commitment document to orient new staff as needed. 
Ensure that staff stays current with library/information technology. 
Promote the personable, knowledgeable assistance provided by staff. 
 

7.4 Establishing Timelines 

  
As well as assigning responsibility for each task, it is important to indicate a completion 
date.  These details serve to make the plan practical and concrete, leading to real action 
that will improve library service.  This practicality is a necessary balance to the far-reaching 
aspirations captured in the vision of the future.  Depending on the complexity of the plan, 
and the number and relatedness of objectives and tasks, it may be helpful to map out the 
progression of activities to ensure things happen in the right order, and at a manageable 
pace.  It is important to create an overall balance during the course of the plan.  
 
One simple mechanism for developing a reasonable balance of work over the length of the 
plan is to use a flipchart page of paper and make columns for each year of the plan.  Then 
transcribe each task identified on to a 3”by3” post-it note and arrange the tasks by year.  
This activity allows for a visual check of the overall balance of work planned for each year.  
The use of post-it notes makes it easy to make changes.   

 

 

2006 2007 2008 2009 
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8. WRITING THE PLAN, HIGHLIGHTING THE NEW ACTIVITIES  

 
An essential plan is the written outcome of the planning process.  It needs to capture the 
strategic thinking that emerged throughout the process, and convey the decisions that were 
made as a result.  It needs to be written in such a way that it will be useful as a ready reference 
tool for all decision-makers, and will not be left to sit on a shelf to gather dust.  A good starting 
point in writing the planning document is to pull together, from the notes of the various sessions, 
the library’s mission and values, vision, strategic directions, objectives, and tasks, agreed upon.  
The next order of business is to arrive at final wording for each.   
 
When finalizing the language to be used for the plan, it is important to choose active verbs that 
convey the new directions identified for the library.  While Essential Planning is not about 
changing everything you do, the services you will continue to offer in much the same way as 
they are currently being offered are not named as strategic directions, objectives or tasks.  That 
is, they may be referred to in a brief description of current programs and services, or as 
examples of successful library activities, but they are not, by their very nature, strategic.  Verbs 
such as ‘continue’ or ‘maintain’ have no place in a planning document.  The verbs in Appendix 
16 connote activity that is new and/or different.     
 
There must be a commitment to improve or change something about a current activity before it 
would be considered strategic.  To continue to offer readers’ advisory service, for example, is 
not strategic.  To improve readers’ advisory service by training staff and building a collection of 
readers’ advisory tools is a strategic undertaking, as is a concerted effort to publicize or promote 
the library’s readers’ advisory service.   
 
Once the language has been finalized for the body of the plan, there needs to be a discussion 
on how the board and staff intend to use the written plan.  Will it be used primarily as an internal 
document?  Will it be presented to Council?  Will it be a publicity tool?  The answers to these 
questions indicate what additional context or information might need to be included in the plan.   

8.1 Matching Content to Audience 

 
If the plan is to be widely distributed as a public document and a promotional tool, it might 
need:  

• a brief overview of current programs and services  

• a summary of some of the issues and trends facing public libraries 

• the planning process used  

• the highlights of any user feedback solicited.   
 

If the plan is to be used primarily with Municipal Council, it should include language that ties 
it directly to Council’s strategic agenda, and should highlight where the library’s plan is 
intended to respond to pressing local issues and/or community characteristics.  This is an 
opportunity to clearly illustrate to Council that the library is committed to helping Council be 
successful.   

 
A planning document that is intended to be used internally need not have these additional 
sections, but may, on the other hand, have more detailed descriptions of the tasks related 
to each objective, including responsibility, timeline, and even budget ramifications.  These 
details are necessary, regardless, but whether or not they appear in the planning document 
itself depends on the intended audience for the plan.  A number of libraries end up deciding 
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to have two versions of the plan:  a glossy, succinct version as a promotional tool, and a 
lengthier, more detailed version for internal use and accountability.  Other libraries have 
chosen to endorse one plan that meets the needs of internal and external readers.  Staff 
and board, in this case, are also given access to an accompanying document that provides 
the more operational details necessary for implementation of the plan. 

8.2 Making the Plan a Useful Document 

 
Whether or not the plan will be distributed as a promotional tool, it needs to exist in a form 
that lends itself to serving as a ready reference tool for board and staff.  This means that 
the plan is written in a style and produced in a format that makes it easy to digest, easy to 
find things, and easy to see how everything fits together.  If it is not easy to use, it will not 
be widely used.   
 
When a plan is well written, it contributes to effective implementation, resulting in real 
change in improved service and/or increased capacity to deliver service.  Effective plans 
are developed and written in a manner that is: 

 

• Futuristic: responsive to emerging trends and indications of the future reality 

• Desirable:  appealing and worth aspiring to 

• Imaginable:  conveying a picture of the desired future 

• Practical:  full of concrete tasks with timelines and responsibility assigned 

• Achievable:  realistic; do-able and affordable 

• Defensible:  responsive to service demands and external influences, (ie) the plan 
makes sense, given the circumstances 

• Measurable:  objective language defines success through the use of milestones and 
quantitative indicators 

• Memorable:  concise and relevant; easy to apply 

• Flexible:  adaptable to new ideas and/or changing circumstances. 
 

It can be a worthwhile exercise for the board to collectively apply these principles to the 
written document, before finalizing it, assessing it for overall clarity, alignment, and 
effectiveness.  See Appendix 17 for a checklist version of the above list.   
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9. USING THE PLAN TO ACHIEVE THE FUTURE YOU’VE IMAGINED  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While the completion of the written plan signals the end of the planning process, it also signals 
the launch of the implementation phase.  Having invested significant time and energy into 
Essential Planning, it is time to turn your attention to making the most of that investment.  This 
requires a commitment, on the part of board and staff, to use the plan as a navigational tool.  
Any effort to improve any aspect of the library, from now on, needs to be in keeping with the 
plan.  This requires, first and foremost, familiarity with the contents of the essential plan.   

9.1 Communicate, Communicate, Communicate 

 
Once the plan has been finalized and endorsed by the board, even before publication, 
share it with staff and volunteers.  In addition to circulating the plan in writing, it can be 
extremely beneficial to engage staff in conversation, giving them the opportunity to 
collectively and individually tie their work to the contents of the plan.  This initial 
communication needs to be augmented with continual references to the plan in writing and 
at staff meetings.  A practice of making the library’s plan mandatory reading for any new 
trustees and staff (at all levels) serves to make them familiar with what the library is striving 
to achieve.  It also gives them an opportunity to ask questions, leading to further 
conversation about the contents of the plan.       
 
As soon as the plan is available as a published document, work hard to ‘get it out there’ in 
the community.  Starting with Municipal Council, get yourselves invited to as many 
meetings as possible, and present the library’s essential plan.  Be flexible and creative 
about tying the library’s plans to the concerns of other community groups and agencies.  
Discovering a shared agenda can be a powerful incentive in altering people’s views of the 
library’s role and importance in the community.       
 
Do everything you can to make the library’s plan a news story that catches the interest and 
support of the local media.  Develop key messages arising from the contents of the plan 
and use those messages to raise the profile of the library in the community.   

 
Finally, make copies of the plan available in the library and post it to the library’s website.   

 

CREATE THE 
FUTURE 
YOU’VE 

IMAGINED. 
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From the Files 
In 2006 Pelham Public Library won a Peter Drucker Innovation Award for the successful 
implementation of its strategic plan.  The nomination was submitted by the local field consultant 
of the Ontario Trillium Foundation, Mr. Manfred Fast.  In his nominating letter, Mr. Fast outlined 
the many reasons for the success of the plan, including the extent to which it was 
communicated to all stakeholders, integrated with overall library service, and aligned with 
community issues.  Particularly noteworthy, according to Fast, was the way in which the Library 
Board and staff used the plan to advocate the need for more resources to make the library more 
capable of meeting the growing service demands of the community.  Staffing, collections, and 
technology were all significantly improved during the life of the plan, and due to there being a 
plan that offered an appealing future for the library. 
 

9.2 Align the Library’s Resources to the Plan 

 
The budget implications of activities named in the plan are important considerations in 
developing future budgets.  However, it is a mistake to have the entire plan rest on new 
funding.  There has to be a willingness to realign and reallocate current resources, so that 
initiatives named in the plan can proceed.  At the same time, it is important to keep in mind 
that the plan only addresses new activities and the library must also continue to fund 
ongoing programs and services.  While this can be a challenging balancing act, most library 
budgets have a portion of its budget, however small, that can be used to implement new 
strategies.    

9.3 Implement, Integrate and Evaluate  

 
The core work of implementation is that of tying the tasks identified in the plan to individual 
performance and ensuring that those individuals have what they need to be successful.  
This can be a complex undertaking, requiring coordination of information coming from a 
number of directions and involving several people.   

 
A reasonably efficient, orderly approach to connecting the direction provided by the plan to 
the particulars of who is going to do what to make it happen is to generate a chart-based 
implementation tool.  The chart would name every task from the plan, duly numbered 
according to strategic direction and objective, and provide space for the further delineation 
of the smaller related tasks, along with responsibility and timeline.  It is important to consult 
widely before establishing timelines.  This ensures a realistic balance of workload and 
facilitates buy-in, with everyone agreeing to contribute to the successful implementation of 
the strategies outlined in the plan (see Appendix 18 for a sample).  Such a tool is also an 
opportunity to identify benchmarks or measures of progress and achievement, making it a 
helpful resource in the ongoing monitoring and evaluation of the plan.   
 
The regular monitoring and reporting of progress and success is an important aspect of 
implementation.  Many library boards receive an update on planning activities on a quarterly 
basis; others prefer to include it as part of every meeting.  It is a local decision, keeping in 
mind that regular reporting provides valuable information about progress and the reasons 
for lack of progress.  Such information facilitates further action, as needed, and/or a revision 
of the plan.   
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It is worth determining ahead what data to collect to tell yourselves that you have made 
progress in improving some aspect of the library; that you are successfully serving the 
community and/or current library users.  Remember to look beyond the purely quantitative 
measures to include important qualitative anecdotes and impact statements that speak to 
the experience of a positive change. Remember, also, to celebrate and publicize success, 
large and small.                   

 
As much as the essential plan is not intended to shape the continuation of core services, 
unless those services are being changed in some way, it is a good practice to integrate the 
full range of programs and services into an overall, appealing vision of library service.  Such 
integration facilitates the coordination of everything the library does, making all of it relevant 
to the library’s purpose and direction.  Ideally, every member of board and staff knows the 
mission and vision, aiding the work of integration and the cohesive development of library 
service that is striving for success, as described in the vision.           

 

 
 

“Make an effort to bring the vision and goals of your strategic plan into the ongoing 

activities of your group, even though these regular activities are probably not specifically 

mentioned in the plan.  Whenever possible, use the goals you’ve stated in the plan as a 

reference point for everyday decision-making.  Referring to the plan can actually 

enhance your group’s ability to respond creatively to new information or unforeseen 
circumstances, rather than being a limiting factor.  

Sally Holterhoff, “Strategies for Implementing a Strategic Plan:  Making Sure Your Plan Doesn’t End Up on the  

Shelf.”American Association of Law Libraries Home Page, 29 August 2006, <www.aallnet.org> (February 2001) 

   
 

9.4 Navigate the Way to the Future 

 
In addition to the pro-active scheduling and coordinating of activities named in the library’s 
plan, it is important to reference the plan in reacting to new and changing circumstances.  In 
some cases, the plan provides clear direction to emerging trends and issues, even those 
unanticipated when the plan was written.  Board and staff can readily agree on an 
appropriate course of action that is in keeping with the direction of the plan.  In other cases, 
it happens that emerging realities require a revisiting and revising of some pieces of the 
plan.  Almost always, the revisions happen at the level of objectives or tasks.  Libraries 
rarely confront a change that challenges purpose or vision, at least in spirit.  Likewise, 
revisions to the strategic directions are infrequent, as they are usually broad in nature and 
sufficiently rooted in the vision. 

 
As important as the plan is as a guiding force in managing a successful foray into the 
future, flexibility is crucial.  The purpose of planning is not to lock you into a course of 
action, but to plan, as capably as possible, based on anticipating changing circumstances.  
As new realities emerge that differ from those anticipated, it is necessary to consider the full 
range of possible responses to the situation.  Sometimes that means deviating from the 
plan.  Usually, such deviation is relatively minor, and represents mapping out a new route to 
the desirable future captured in the plan, rather than deviating to an entirely different future. 
  

http://www.aallnet.org/
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An unfortunate, but all too common, reason for deviating from the plan is lack of resources 
necessary to carry out the activities outlined in the plan.  Even the most fiscally responsible 
library boards are occasionally caught short and denied funding they were expecting.  The 
shortfall sometimes requires a revision to library activities, especially new initiatives that 
were being planned.   
 
It also happens that an unforeseen opportunity presents itself, an opportunity that might 
have gone unrecognized without the existence of an essential plan, or at least without the 
strategic or big picture thinking that went into the plan.  Having articulated mission and 
vision, and having identified the strategic directions that will contribute to achieving the 
future you’ve imagined makes it considerably easier to see and capitalize on exciting 
possibilities for enhancing library service as they appear on the horizon.  This is Essential 
Planning at its best:  Moving the library into new territory, pro-actively making changes 
purposefully, to improve library service, while also reacting thoughtfully and responsibly to 
changing circumstances.  
 
Newcomers to the planning process sometimes make the mistake of thinking of it as a one-
time effort, almost something to endure in order to say it has been done.  As planners 
become more familiar with the process, however, and more proficient at thinking about 
mission and vision, identifying strategies, and understanding the changing context of library 
service, they understand the cyclical, ongoing nature of Essential Planning.  Ultimately, 
once you’ve been through the process a number of times, and experience the 
improvements and enhancements that result from it, planning almost becomes a frame of 
mind.  You develop a strategic awareness that makes it second nature to assess new 
information about the library and/or the environment in which the library exists in relation to 
the library’s purpose and direction.  The end result is better decision-making and a greater 
effectiveness and capacity in the planning and delivery of library service.     
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APPENDIX 1   

Board Readiness Checklist 

 

 
Are You Ready For Essential Planning? 

 

   
YES 

 
NO 

DON’T 
KNOW 

1. Are there written policies and procedures governing library 
services and operations? 

   

2. Are relationships on the board, and between board and 
staff, and board and Municipal Council, largely respectful 
and trusting?   

   

3. Is there agreement that it is a good time for the library to 
embark upon Essential Planning?   

   

4. Is there a shared understanding of the purpose of 
Essential Planning? 

   

5. Is there a shared understanding of the limitations of 
Essential Planning?  

   

6. Is there a commitment to improvement on the part of 
library board and staff?  

   

7. Is there a willingness to do things differently if it means 
improvement? 

   

8. Is there a willingness to do different things if it means 
improvement? 

   

9. Is there a willingness to stop doing some things if it means 
improvement?   

   

10. Is there a small group, representative of board and staff, 
willing to serve as a Planning Committee? 

   

11. Are individual board members and senior staff committed 
to devoting time to the planning process? 

   

12. Are board members and senior staff free of any pressing 
problems or major issues that make it a challenge to 
commit time and energy to planning in the given time 
frame? 

   

13. Is there a willingness to engage in conversation and an 
exchange of perspectives in order to arrive at shared 
understanding and informed decision-making? 

   

14. Does the library have sufficient resources (people, time, 
money) required to conduct an appropriate planning 
process? 

   

 
It is recommended that individuals on the board and senior staff complete the checklist 
and compare responses.  Any ‘no’ responses should be discussed and significant 
problems resolved before investing time and money in Essential Planning.    
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Sample Timeline 

 
 
Step in the planning process 

 
Description of work 

 
OCT 

 
NOV 

 
DEC 

 
JAN 

 
1. Conduct a Situational 

Analysis.  

 
Gather the information 
Collective analysis 
 

 
 

 
 
          

  

 
   2. Imagine a compelling future 

for the library. 
 

 
A collective imagining of the future 

          
          

  

 
3. Identify 3-5 strategic 

directions. 

 
Collectively identify what 3-5 
change efforts will most move 
library toward vision 
 

           
          

  

 
4. Build the plan. 

 
Workshop:  Establish objectives & 
tasks for each strategic direction 
 

     
   

 

 
5. Write the plan. 

 
Finalize objectives & tasks, 
involving staff & board as 
appropriate 
Finalize language 
Add contextual pieces, as needed, 
eg. introduction 
 

    
 
   

 
6. Use the plan to create the 

future you’ve imagined12.   
 

 
Launch the plan. 

             
          

 
 Signifies a week, (ie) the information gathering is predicted to take eight weeks through October and November. 

                                            
12 The work of creating the future you’ve imagined is ongoing, carrying you through to the next planning cycle.  The 
launch of the plan, as it appears on the timeline, is only the beginning of the implementation phase.   
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Library Profile Worksheet 

 
It is an important planning and assessment activity for library managers to periodically capture a 
snapshot profile of the nature and extent of programs and services offered by the library, and 
the roles it strives to fulfill in the community it serves.  Developing the profile is a worthwhile 
undertaking for library staff, providing an opportunity to see holistically what the library is 
currently doing to serve the community.  Having such a profile on record is of great assistance 
in orienting new staff and trustees to the programs and services offered by the library.  Over a 
number of years, multiple profiles can be compared as a means of monitoring changes in library 
use and activity, as well as assessing to what extent the library has responded to changing 
demands for service.    
 
The profile itself is intended to portray library service as it is currently being offered13.  It is, by 
itself, not a means of assessing the library, but rather it serves as information that will be 
used in an assessment process.  Such an assessment necessarily involves comparing the 
library profile to a current profile of the community, an examination of the ways in which the 
community is changing, and a thorough analysis of local needs and expectations regarding 
library service.  Ultimately, library service can only be assessed effectively when examined in 
the context of the library’s mission, vision, roles, and future directions.  A current library profile is 
a necessary component of a Situational Analysis and a critical step in Essential Planning14.        
 
This worksheet is intended to be of assistance in developing a profile of a library system as a 
whole.  However, it can also be used to profile an individual branch, provided responses remain 
consistent throughout, branch or system, depending on the reasons for undertaking the profile 
and the use to which it will be put.   

 
 

Library name _____________________________________ 
 
Date of Profile ____________________________________ 

 

                                            
13 Since the Library Profile Worksheet draws on much of the same information as used to complete the Ministry of Culture’s Annual 
Survey of Public Libraries, your last completed survey is an important tool in completing the worksheet.  In future years, it might be 
helpful to complete the Library Profile Worksheet at the same time, or following the Annual Survey.       
14 The Ontario Public Library Guidelines offer a comprehensive means of assessing all aspects of library service in relation to 
benchmarks, standards and requirements, endorsed by the public library community in Ontario.  Seeking accreditation through 
successful adherence to the Guidelines is a very worthwhile undertaking.  In addition, the Guidelines checklist constitutes a useful 
assessment tool.  Because the purpose of the Guidelines is to measure a library against widely accepted benchmarks, and the 
purpose of a library profile is to describe the library’s current programs and services as part of a Situational Analysis for planning 
purposes, the two processes are generally separate and distinct from one another.  Typically, a library would not embark upon 
strategic planning and accreditation at the same time.  For more information about the accreditation process and the Ontario Public 
Library Guidelines, visit the SOLS website at:  http://www.sols.org/librarydev/accreditation/index.htm 
          

 

http://www.sols.org/librarydev/accreditation/index.htm
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1.  Accessibility of Library Service 
 
Population served by the library:   ___________________ (municipal) 

 

      ___________________ (contracting) 

      ___________________ (total) 

Number of active cardholders:  ___________________ 

 

Number of library branches (including main):  _______ 

 

NAME OF BRANCH: # HRS 

OPEN PER 

WK: 

SQUARE 
FOOTAGE 

HANDICAPPED  
ACCESS? 

MEETING ROOM? 

   Yes ❑            No ❑ Yes ❑            No ❑ 

   Yes ❑            No ❑ Yes ❑            No ❑ 

   Yes ❑            No ❑ Yes ❑            No ❑ 

   Yes ❑            No ❑ Yes ❑            No ❑ 

   Yes ❑            No ❑ Yes ❑            No ❑ 

   Yes ❑            No ❑ Yes ❑            No ❑ 

   Yes ❑            No ❑ Yes ❑            No ❑ 
 
 

Name or describe the most appealing features of your library’s physical space: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

When was the last time you built or renovated library space?  _________  (year) 
 
Briefly describe the project(s): 
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Describe any outstanding facility improvements needed: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Is there a plan to address these improvements?      Yes ❑            No ❑ 

 
How many days of the week is there at least one branch open to the public?  ____ 
 
How many days of the week include evening open hours (later than 6:00 pm)?  ____ 
 
What are the library’s hours of operation on Saturday?  ______ to _______ 
 
What are the library’s hours of operation on Sunday?  ______ to _______ 
 
Has the public been consulted in the last 5 years regarding preferred library hours of operation? 

 

Yes ❑            No ❑ 

 
The longest it would typically take a resident15, living anywhere in the municipality, to drive to 
the nearest library service point, would be ___ minutes. 
 
Total library budget (use last year’s if this year is not yet finalized)   $____________ 
 
Percentage of total library budget funded by Municipal Council    _______% 
 

 

                                            
15 In this context, resident includes anyone living in a neighbouring municipality with a contract for service with the Library Board.  
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2. Library Roles and Mission 
 
The contemporary public library fulfills many roles and purposes in the community.  Use the 
following checklist to indicate those roles endorsed by your library by assigning the appropriate 
rating.  Use each rating as many times as applicable to indicate when multiple roles are of equal 
importance or priority.   
 

1 – High priority 
2 – Medium priority 
3 – Low priority 
4 -  Not endorsed as a role for the library 

 

❑ Community gathering place 
The library is a central focus point for community activities, meetings and services. 
 

❑ Community and local information 
The library is a clearinghouse for current organizations, issues and services. 
 

❑ Formal education support 
The library assists students of all ages in meeting education objectives established during their 
formal courses of study. 
 

❑ Independent learning support 
The library supports and assists individuals of all ages engaged in learning, independent of any 
educational institution. 
 

❑ Popular materials library 
The library features current high-demand, high-interest materials in a variety of formats for 
persons of all ages. 
 

❑ Preschoolers’ door to learning 
The library encourages young children to develop an interest in reading and learning through 
services for children, and for parents and children together.  
 

❑ Reference library 
The library actively provides timely, accurate and useful information for community residents. 
 

❑ Local history and genealogy resource 
The library collects resources pertaining to local history and of assistance to area genealogists. 
 

❑ Literacy support  
The library provides assistance and resources to assist adults engaged in literacy and/or skills 
upgrading. 
 

❑ Computer literacy support 
The library makes available public access computers and provides assistance, orientation, and 
training on computers and the Internet as needed. 
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Does the library have a Board endorsed mission statement?   
 

Yes ❑            No ❑ 

 
If yes, record it here:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Does the library have a Board endorsed values statement?  
 

Yes ❑            No ❑ 

 
If yes, name the values identified:   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
If the library does not have a mission and values statement, the Board should spend time 
developing both.  See section 4.6 of this guide for an explanation and assistance in developing 
these two foundational documents.  
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3. Library Services 
 
The contemporary public library provides a wide range of services.  Use the following checklist 
to indicate those services NOT provided by your library at this time. 

 

❑ Lending of books 

❑ Lending of materials in other formats, eg. Tapes, CDs, videos, DVDs, etc. 

❑ A reference collection and information services to meet the information needs of 
individuals in the community 

❑ Readers advisory assistance to readers of all ages 

❑ Information services to the business community 

❑ Collections of newspapers and periodicals for recreation and information (in 
print and/or microfilm format) 

❑ Local history collections and special collections in areas of local interest 

❑ Bulletin boards and pamphlet racks housing relevant community information 

❑ Interlibrary loan service, locating and borrowing materials from other libraries for 
patrons 

❑ Orienting and training patrons to use computers and the Internet 

❑ Literacy resources and support 

❑ Storytimes for preschoolers  

❑ Summer reading program for school-aged children 

❑ Class visits from area schools 

❑ Family programming for children and their caregivers  

❑ Services and programs for young adults (teens/ pre-teens) 

❑ Home delivery services for shut-ins 

❑ Outreach programs and activities, extending the library out into the community 

❑ Deposit collections in nursing homes, daycares, other gathering places in the 
community 

❑ Materials and services for patrons with special needs, eg. Large print books, 
talking books, etc. 

❑ Meeting rooms for local community groups 

❑ Adult programming, eg. Book clubs, travelogues, special interest speakers, etc. 

❑ Programs and events co-sponsored with other organizations in the community, 
eg. Public Health Unit, Chamber of Commerce, Seniors Centre 

❑ Services to assist patrons with special needs, eg. Wheelchair accessibility, 
books on tape for visually impaired, etc.  

❑ Art exhibits 

❑ Arts and crafts displays 

❑ The library as a comfortable place to spend time 
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4. Materials/ Resources 
 

The total number of print volumes held in the collection16, divided by the total population served 
by the library is a useful measure of the appropriateness of the size of the library’s collection 
relative to the size of the community.  It is generally recommended that public libraries own 
between 2 and 3 volumes per capita17.   
 

Number of volumes per capita in the library collection (based on the most recent 
numbers available):  ____  

 
Name parts of the collection you would consider well developed: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Name parts of the collection you would consider needing improvement: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
If the library received a donation of $10,000 towards a one-time collection enhancement, how 
would you spend it?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
How did you decide on your answers to the last 3 questions?  What information did you use? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
16 Do not include the number of electronic resources in this calculation. 
17 See Appendix B of the Ontario Public Library Guidelines for additional collection measures.   
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How do you assess your collection on an ongoing basis?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Increasingly, the print collection of a public library is complemented by an array of electronic 
resources, including information readily available on the Internet, access to a variety of 
databases, CD-ROMs, and e-books.  A key role of the public library, in addition to providing the 
resources, is providing the equipment and the training to allow members of the public to access 
the resources they need. 
 

Is the library’s catalog automated?  Yes ❑            No ❑ 

 

If yes, is the catalog available via public access computers in the library?     Yes ❑         No ❑ 

 

Can the library catalog be accessed by patrons from their home computer?   Yes ❑         No ❑ 

 

Can patrons place holds or request materials over the Internet?      Yes ❑         No ❑ 

 
Public access workstations available in the library:  
 

# public access workstations 
in the library 5 years ago 

# public access workstations 
in the library 2 years ago 

# public access workstations 
currently a/v in the library 

   

 
How many of the library’s public access workstations offer access to electronic resources via  
the Internet?   ______ 
 
Can patrons access the library’s electronic resources from their home computer? 
 

 Yes ❑            No ❑ 

 
Does the library offer assistance and orientation in using a computer to access the Internet? 

 

Yes ❑            No ❑ 

 
Does the library offer workshops and/or courses in computers and/or the Internet? 
 

Yes ❑            No ❑ 

 

Does the library have a website?    Yes ❑            No ❑ 
 

Can patrons ask reference questions via the Internet?  Yes ❑            No ❑ 
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5. Staffing 
 
Number of staff employed (paid) to work in the library ____ 
 
Number of library volunteers ____ 
 
Number of volunteers performing duties also performed by paid staff ____ 
 
Total paid staff in Full Time Equivalent:  

(# staff hours per week divided by a 35 or 40 hour work  
week, as per employer’s definition of full-time position) _____ 

 
Number of professional librarians   ______ 
 
Number of Excel18 graduates    ______ 
 
Number of staff enrolled in Excel courses  ______ 
 
Annual training budget       $________ 
 
Annual training budget as % of overall salary budget      _____% 
 
# staff who have attended a training event in the last 2 years  ______ 
 
# training events attended by library staff in the last 2 years  ______ 
 
Topics of training events attended by library staff in the last 2 years: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
18 The EXCEL program is a distance education program in managing a small public library, developed and administered by 
Southern Ontario Library Service. For more Information, see the training section of the SOLS website. 
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6. Library Activity 
 
Annual circulation:   

Total circulation 5 years ago Total circulation 2 years ago Last year’s total circulation 

   

 
Annual computer/ Internet usage19: 

# Times electronic resources 
were accessed by library 

patrons 5 yrs ago 

# Times electronic resources 
were accessed by library 

patrons 2 yrs ago 

# Times electronic resources 
were accessed by library 

patrons last year 

   

 
Interlibrary loan activity: 

# items borrowed 5 years ago # items borrowed 2 years ago # items borrowed last year 

   

# items lent 5 years ago # items lent 2 years ago # items lent last year 

   

 
Annual visits to the library (based on count for typical week)  _________ 
 
Annual reference requests (based on count for typical week) _________ 
 
Annual program attendance  _________ 
 
Awards/ special recognition won by the Library in the past: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Special grants received by the Library in the past 2 years: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
19 If any of these figures are unavailable, leave blank or enter ‘N/A’ 
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Community partnerships in which the library is a key player: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Significant initiatives undertaken by the library in the past two years: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Technology upgrades/ improvements in the past two years: 
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Sample Staff Survey 

 
 
Dear Staff: 
 
Please take the time to respond thoughtfully to the following questions.  Feel free to attach 
additional pages, as needed.  The Library Board values you as an important source of 
information about what the library does well, and where it needs to improve.  Thank you! 
 
1. In your experience, what does the library do well? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. In your experience, what sorts of barriers to service are experienced by library users? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. If you could ‘fix’ 2 things about the library, what would they be? 
 
 
 
 
 
4. What kinds of comments do you most frequently hear from library users? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Are there new services the library should be offering?     ❑ yes  ❑ no 
 

If yes, what are they? 
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Assembling and Conducting Focus Groups for User Feedback 
 

Focus groups are one-hour focused discussions for the purpose of learning the experiences, 
perceptions, and expectations of the library on the part of the participants.  Focus groups are a 
powerful way of developing and getting at ideas in a way not possible by means of a survey or 
in a one-on-one interview.  Focus group discussions will not provide a single response to 
issues, nor should they.  Rather, they are an opportunity to better understand barriers to service 
and better appreciate how these barriers impact individual library users.  They also represent an 
excellent opportunity for library users to collectively imagine solutions to problems and dream 
new programs and services.  While some of the ideas generated will not be realistic or feasible 
for the library, it frequently happens that good ideas emerge that lead to concrete improvements 
to library service.    
 

There are two kinds of focus groups: general and representative.  A general focus group is 
made up of a variety of users and/or non-users from different backgrounds, age groups, 
interests and other characteristics.  A representative focus group is made up of representatives 
from specific groups which require attention in terms of library services.  Potential targets for 
representative focus groups of library users include: 

• seniors 

• children  

• young adults 

• parents 

• educators 

• home schoolers 

• book club participants 

• representatives from the business community 

• representatives from a particular geographic area within the municipality served  

• new Canadians/ immigrants 

• professionals 

• other service agencies/ organizations 

• library staff/ volunteers/ Friends of the Library20 
 

Ideally, there should be no fewer than 7 and no more than 12 participants in a focus group for 
optimum results.  The following are additional best practices:   
 

1. Participants are identified and invited to take part by the library.  Assembling the group is not 
usually difficult.  Most people are flattered to be asked.  Leaders of a community are easily 
identified as a first contact and can provide names of other potential participants. 

 

2. The focus group is usually held in the library, at a time convenient to the participants.  
Comfortable seating, preferably in a circle, so that participants can see one another, is best.  
Coffee or juice and goodies are provided by the library.   

 

3. If the purpose of the focus group is to gather user feedback, there should not be library board 
members or staff present.  The group should be facilitated by an individual not identified with 
the library to ensure an impartial and open discussion.   

                                            
20 For purposes of gathering user feedback, it can be challenging, but important, to keep library staff and volunteers focused on what 
they have heard and observed about the experiences and expectations of library users.   
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Focus Group Prompts 

 
While focus group discussions are necessarily free flowing and dependent upon what the 
participants wish to tell us about library service, the following questions can be useful prompts. 
 
For library users:   
 

• Tell me about your use of Trillium Public Library … 

• What do you do there?  What services do you use? 

• Are there services you don’t think the library should offer? 

• What do you like about the Trillium Public Library? 

• What, if anything, do you not like about it? 

• Is there anything the library should do differently? 

• What should the public library do to prepare for the future? 

• What do you think is the purpose of the public library? 
 
For non-users: 
 

• Tell me why you don’t use the Trillium Public Library? 

• Have you ever used the Trillium Public Library?  If yes, what happened? 

• Where do you get information when you need it? 

• What do you know about the public library?  [prompt for good and bad] 

• Is there anything the public library could do that would result in you using it? 

• What should the public library do to prepare for the future? 

• What do you think is the purpose of the public library? 
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Sample In-House User Survey 
 

TRILLIUM PUBLIC LIBRARY USER  SURVEY 

 

Please take the time to fill out this questionnaire to help us plan for improvement in library 
service.  Please leave the completed form in the box provided. 
 
1. GENDER: 
 
 Male  ❑   Female   ❑   
 
2. AGE GROUP: 
 
 12 or younger  ❑  

13 - 18   ❑  
19 - 35   ❑ 

 36 - 64   ❑ 
 65 and over  ❑ 
 
3. EDUCATION:  (Check more than one if applicable) 
 
 Grade 8 or less  ❑  

Some high school ❑  
 Graduated high school ❑ 
 Some post secondary  ❑ 
 Graduated post secondary ❑ 
 
4. HOW MANY CHILDREN ARE THERE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD? (Please record 

number beside each age group)  
 
 0 - 2 years  ❑  

3 - 5 years   ❑  
 6 - 12 years  ❑  
 13 - 19 years  ❑ 
 
5. HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU LIVED IN THIS COMMUNITY?__________ 
 
6. HOW OFTEN DO YOU VISIT THIS LIBRARY?  
 
 At least once a week   ❑ 
 2-3 times per month    ❑  

Once a month    ❑  
Once every 2 – 3 months  ❑  
Once every 4  - 5 months  ❑ 

 Once every 6 months   ❑  
Fewer than once every 6 months ❑ 

 Never     ❑ 
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7. DO YOU TYPICALLY COMBINE A TRIP TO THE LIBRARY WITH ANY OF THE 

FOLLOWING (Check as many as apply)? 
 
 Nearby shopping  ❑  

Post office  ❑  
 School    ❑  

Work   ❑  
Recreational activities ❑ 

 Other (Please specify) ❑   _________________________ 
 
 
8. PLEASE INDICATE BELOW, THE TIME AND DAYS WHEN YOU TEND TO VISIT THE 

LIBRARY.  (Check as many boxes as apply) 
 

 MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT SUN 

9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.        

12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.        

2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.        

5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.         

 
 
9. PLEASE INDICATE IF YOU EVER ENCOUNTER ANY DIFFICULTIES OR BARRIERS 

IN USING THE LIBRARY. 
 
 Getting a parking space    ❑  

Couldn't find what was needed or wanted  ❑  
Couldn't get information needed or wanted  ❑ 

 Not enough study space    ❑  
Not enough computers     ❑   
Library too noisy     ❑  
Long wait to check out books    ❑  
Staff not available     ❑  
Staff not helpful     ❑ 

 Other difficulties or barriers (Please specify)  ❑ ________________________ 
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10. HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE LIBRARY? 
 
 Very satisfied ❑ Somewhat satisfied ❑ Not at all satisfied ❑ 
 
 IF NOT SATISFIED, PLEASE INDICATE REASONS (Choose more than one, if 

applicable) 
 
 Item or materials wanted were out   ❑  

Book not owned by library    ❑ 
 Difficult to get here while the library is open  ❑  
 Couldn't locate material on the subject  ❑  
 Material on too elementary a level   ❑ 
 Material on too advanced a level   ❑  
 Material out of date     ❑  
 Not enough material on subject   ❑  
 Long wait to check out books    ❑ 

Staff not available     ❑   
Staff not helpful     ❑ 
Other reasons (Please specify)   ❑ ___________________________ 

 
11. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE SERVICE PROVIDED BY THE LIBRARY'S STAFF? 
 
 Good  ❑ Satisfactory ❑ Poor ❑ 
 
12. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE LIBRARY BUILDING? 
 
 Good  ❑ Satisfactory ❑ Poor ❑ 
 
13. DO YOU FIND LIBRARY HOURS CONVENIENT? 
 
 Yes  ❑  No  ❑ 
 
14. DO YOU EVER ASK LIBRARY STAFF FOR ASSISTANCE IN ANSWERING 

QUESTIONS OR LOCATING INFORMATION? 
 
 Yes     ❑  No  ❑ 
 

HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT STAFF BE VISIBLE AND AVAILABLE TO 
PROVIDE ASSISTANCE AS NEEDED? 

 Very important   ❑ 

Important   ❑  

Somewhat important  ❑ 

 Not at all important  ❑ 
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15. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT ROLES THE LIBRARY 

SHOULD PLAY IN THIS COMMUNITY?  PLEASE PUT A NUMBER TO INDICATE 
PRIORITY FROM 1 TO 10, 1 BEING THE MOST IMPORTANT.  

 
 ❑ Community gathering place:  The library is a central focus point for community 

activities, meetings and services. 
 
 ❑ Community and local information:  The library is a clearinghouse for current 

organizations, issues and services. 
 
 ❑ Formal education support:  The library assists students of all ages in meeting 

educational objectives established during their formal courses of study. 
 
 ❑ Independent learning support:  The library supports individuals of all ages 

engaged in learning independent of any educational provider. 
 
 ❑ Popular materials library:  The library features current high-demand, high-interest 

materials in a variety of formats for persons of all ages. 
 
 ❑ Preschoolers' door to learning:  The library encourages young children to develop 

an interest in reading and learning through services for children, and for parents 
and children together. 

 
 ❑ Reference Library:  The library actively provides timely, accurate and useful 

information for community residents. 
 
 ❑ Local history and genealogy resource:  The library collects resources pertaining 

to local history and of assistance to area genealogists.      
 
 ❑ Literacy support.  The library provides resources and assistance for adults 

engaged in literacy and/or skills upgrading.    
 

❑ Computer literacy support.  The library makes available public access computers 
and provides computer and internet training and orientation as needed. 

  
16. PLEASE RATE THE LIBRARY'S COLLECTIONS: 
  Good Satisfactory Poor Don’t know 
 
 Reference ❑   ❑ ❑  ❑ 
 Adult fiction ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑  

Adult non- fiction ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑  
Magazines ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑ 
Newspapers ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑ 
Children’s books ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑ 
Young adult books ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑ 

 Books on tape/ CD    ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑ 
 Videos ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑ 

Music on tape/ CD ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑ 
DVDs    ❑ ❑ ❑  ❑ 
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17. WHAT USE DO YOU MAKE OF THE LIBRARY?  (Please check "Yes" or "No" for 

each one, and "Unaware" if you didn't realize the services or materials existed.) 
        Yes No    Unaware 
 
 Use public computer for Internet   ❑ ❑ ❑ 

Read, study, or work without necessarily  
  using library materials or services   ❑ ❑ ❑  
 Borrow/ Return books     ❑ ❑ ❑ 
 Consult bulletin boards/ pamphlets   ❑ ❑ ❑ 
 Browse for something interesting to read  ❑ ❑ ❑  
 Read for pleasure     ❑ ❑ ❑  
 Attend a library programme    ❑ ❑ ❑  
 Bring someone else     ❑ ❑ ❑ 
 Consult reference materials, eg. encyclopedia. ❑ ❑ ❑  
 Read and consult magazines and newspapers ❑ ❑ ❑ 
 Get general information    ❑ ❑ ❑  

Check out or return audio-visual  
  materials & equipment   ❑ ❑ ❑  
 Get answer to a specific question   ❑ ❑ ❑ 
 Relax; enjoy ‘time out’     ❑ ❑ ❑  
 Consult library staff     ❑ ❑ ❑  
 Use out-of-town telephone directories  ❑ ❑ ❑ 
 Consult local history/ genealogy resources  ❑ ❑ ❑ 

Attend a computer/ internet class  ❑ ❑ ❑ 
Use photocopying services   ❑ ❑ ❑  
Reserve a book that was not on the shelf ❑ ❑ ❑  
Request a book interlibrary loan  ❑ ❑ ❑  
Borrow a video for home or group use ❑ ❑ ❑ 

 Attend a special programme    ❑ ❑ ❑ 
 Other use (Please specify): 
 
 __________________________________________________________________ 
 
18. IN WHAT LANGUAGE DO YOU USUALLY READ? 
 
 English  ❑ French  ❑ Other ❑  Please specify___________________ 
 
19. WHAT LANGUAGE DO YOU SPEAK AT HOME? 
 
 English  ❑ French  ❑ Other ❑   Please specify___________________ 
 
20. DO YOU/ YOUR FAMILY HAVE A HOME COMPUTER(S) WITH INTERNET ACCESS? 
 
 Yes  ❑ No  ❑ 
   
21. HAVE YOU EVER ACCESSED THE PUBLIC LIBRARY ONLINE CATALOGUE FROM 

YOUR HOME COMPUTER?  
 
 Yes  ❑      Regularly ❑       Never  ❑ Would like to ❑ Don’t know how ❑ 
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22. HAVE YOU EVER ACCESSED THE PUBLIC LIBRARY COMPUTER CATALOGUE 

FROM ONE OF THE MACHINES AT THE LIBRARY? 
 
 Yes  ❑       Regularly ❑       Never  ❑ Would like to ❑ Don’t know how ❑ 
 
23. DO YOU HAVE A CARD FOR A PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEM OTHER THAN THIS 

PUBLIC LIBRARY? 
 
 Yes  ❑ No  ❑ 
 
 Please specify the library ______________________________ 
 
 

 

 
PLEASE MAKE AN X ON THE MAP ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE  

AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO WHERE YOU RESIDE. 
[Note to library staff:  Attach a map of the community served by the library.]  

 
 
 
THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.  ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
OR SUGGESTIONS WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED IN THE SPACE BELOW OR ON 
ADDITIONAL PAPER. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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Demographics Worksheet  

 
2001 Census Data – see  http://www12.statcan.ca/english/profil01/PlaceSearchForm1.cfm 
 

Population: [your community] Ontario 

Population in 2001  11,410,046 

Population in 1996  10,753,573 

Population change (%)  6.1% 

Age:  broken down as percentage of total 
population 

[your community] Ontario 

Age 0-4  5.9% 

Age 5-14  13.7% 

Age 15-19  6.7% 

Age 20-24  6.3% 

Age 25-44  30.8% 

Age 45-54  14.3% 

Age 55-64  9.3% 

Age 65-74  7.2% 

Age 75-84  4.4% 

Age 85 and over  1.3% 

Median age of the population  36.4 yrs 

% of the population ages 14 and under  19.6% 

% of the population ages 65 and over  12.9% 

Education by age:  [your community] Ontario 

% of 15-19 yr olds attending school full-time  74.2% 

% of 20-24 yr olds attending school full-time  43.5% 

% of 20-34 yr olds with:   

Less than high school  13.2% 

High school and/or some post-secondary  33.7% 

Trades certificate or diploma   7.9% 

College certificate or diploma  19.5% 

University certificate, diploma or degree  25.7% 

% of 35-44 yr olds with:   

Less than high school  17.3% 

High school and/or some post-secondary  25.6% 

Trades certificate or diploma   11.5% 

College certificate or diploma  21.2% 

University certificate, diploma or degree  24.3% 

% of 45-64 yr olds with:   

Less than high school  27.5% 

High school and/or some post-secondary  22.9% 

Trades certificate or diploma   11.6% 

College certificate or diploma  16.6% 

University certificate, diploma or degree  21.5% 

http://www12.statcan.ca/english/profil01/PlaceSearchForm1.cfm
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Other characteristics: [your community] Ontario 

Unemployment rate  6.1% 

Average earnings  $35,185 

Employment by industry (as % of total labour 
force): 

  

Agriculture & other resource-based  3.2% 

Manufacturing & construction   22% 

Wholesale & retail  15.9% 

Finance & real estate  2.9% 

Health & education  15.1% 

Business services  19.1% 

Other services  18.1% 

Primary language (as % of total population):   

English only  70.5% 

French only  4.3% 

Both English & French  .33% 

Other languages  24.8% 

Immigration characteristics (as % of total 
population): 

  

Canadian-born  72.3% 

Foreign-born  26.8% 

Immigrated before 1991  17.8% 

Immigrated between 1991 and 2001  9.1% 

Dominant visible minority populations:  South Asian, 
Chinese  
& Black 
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Hosting a Community Forum 

 
An essential plan must be built upon a firm understanding of the current reality, including 
information about the library and the community served by the library.  Time spent describing 
and analyzing the community, as part of the planning process, is time well spent.  It can be 
extremely helpful and rewarding to engage others in the task of describing the community.  This 
can be done through interviews, informal conversations and/or gatherings of key members of 
the community.  People typically feel honoured to be asked for their opinions and perceptions of 
the community, and tend to respond generously and thoughtfully.   
 
One particularly effective means of engaging several people in describing the community is for 
the library to host a community forum21, a gathering of 15-25 people who have been identified 
as community leaders and/or representatives of agencies and organizations making a 
significant contribution to community life.  The focus of the gathering is to initiate and facilitate 
discussion of the key assets, issues, and concerns facing the community, and to collectively 
ponder what roles the library might play. 
 
Because the purpose of a community forum is to generate thinking about the community, not 
the library, it is perfectly acceptable for library board and/or staff to initiate and facilitate these 
meetings.  Depending on comfort level and previous experience facilitating, responsibility for 
facilitation might best be shared between two people.         
 
The following process is intended for a two hour community forum.   
 

1. Introduction of participants (this may or may not be necessary, depending on the 
participants and the size of the community).  [5 minutes].   

 
2. Brief overview of the library’s planning process, and the purpose for the community 

forum.  Name expected outcomes as: 
a. A collective sense of the community’s assets and concerns; and any important 

changes on the horizon; 
b. Discussion and exchange of ideas about roles the public library might play in the 

community, with particular focus on how the public library might respond to 
anything significant on the horizon [10 minutes]. 

                                            
21 Hosting includes providing refreshments and a comfortable environment in which to gather.  It also includes giving due 
consideration to scheduling the forum.  In many cases, participants are being invited because of their place of employment, (ie) as a 
representative of their agency, and may well be more amenable to attending as part of their work day.  If, on the other hand, most 
participants are volunteer representatives of groups and agencies, day time scheduling may present a barrier because of 
employment responsibilities.     
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3. Divide participants into four groups of equal size (4 or 5 in each); assign each group one 
of the following topics and give each group one flipchart page, advising them not to take 
the whole page [10 minutes]: 

 
a. Discuss what makes the community an appealing place to live and record key 

points on flipchart page; 
b. Discuss the dominant interests and lifestyle choices in this community, recording 

key points on flipchart page; 
c. Discuss what gaps in services and amenities exist in the community, recording 

key points on flipchart page 
d. Discuss how the community is changing, recording key points on flipchart page  
 

4. Groups identify one person to stay with their list22; everyone else rotates to a new group, 
repeating the exercise [10 minutes].   

 
5. Groups again identify one person (a different person) to stay with their list; everyone else 

rotates to a new group, repeating the exercise [10 minutes].  
 
6. Repeat the rotation and the exercise once more [10 minutes].  The intent is to give most 

people the opportunity to comment on each of the topics (those who stay behind with 
one or other list will, of course, miss out on one rotation).   

 
7. Reconvene as the large group and read each of the four lists.  Give every participant 12 

data dots, explaining they will now use the dots to indicate their choices as the most 
significant 3 points named on each page.  In assessing comparative significance, it can 
be helpful to define significant as those things that have the most capacity to influence 
the well-being and the viability of the community [allow 10 minutes for reading the lists 
and voting].  Draw circles around the 5 or 6 items on each list that received the most 
‘votes’ as being a significant influence.    

 
8. Reviewing the 4 lists, ask participants to identify from them, the key community concerns 

(they would typically come from the lists generated by c and d above).  Ask if there are 
any other important concerns not yet identified.  Anything named should be added to 
one of the lists or otherwise recorded.       

   
9. Spend a few minutes explaining the concept of asset mapping (see pages 33-35 in 

section 4.3.5) and write the 5 categories of assets on a flipchart page:  natural; built; 
social; economic; service.  [10 minutes]   

 
10. As the large group, name at least one example of each category.  Then ask participants 

to go back into 4 small groups and share stories that illustrate the community at its best:  
successful events; someone or something that has made a difference; problems turned 
into opportunities; people who know how to make things happen [10 minutes].   

 

                                            
22 The purpose of having one person stay behind is to have that person explain the list, and engage the newcomers in further 
exchange of ideas, carrying forward any key points from the earlier discussion.  
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11. Reconvene as large group and share the stories.  Together, identify the assets 
illustrated by the stories [15 minutes]. 

 
12. Conclude the gathering by asking for the participants’ ideas on roles the library might 

play.  Ask people to focus on the community assets identified and think about how the 
library might best support and advance those assets.  Then, focus on the key concerns 
of the community, and ask if the library can have a positive influence in any of these 
areas [20 minutes].   

 
13. Thank everyone for participating, and give them the opportunity to share any further 

thoughts via email or by phone.               
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Community Information Checkpoint 

 
 

1. Can you name the ways in which the community’s 

demographic breakdown differs significantly from that of 

Ontario? 
 

For example, being home to twice as many seniors 
proportionately as live in Ontario, might indicate that 
your community is becoming a retirement destination, 
which would certainly impact the development of library 
service. 

 

 
YES 
❑ 

 
NO 
❑ 

 
2. Can you name 3-5 ways in which the community is 

changing? 
 

 
YES 
❑ 

 
NO 
❑ 

 
3. Can you identify at least one characteristic particular to 

your community that is an important consideration in 
planning library service? 

 
Examples include being a tourist destination, a sleeper 
community for a nearby city, home to a Mennonite 
population, etc.   
 

 
YES 
❑ 

 
NO 
❑ 

 
4. Can you name significant gaps in services and/or 

groups in the community? 
 

Not every community, especially in rural Ontario, will 
have every kind of group or social service available.  
Being aware of the gaps can be helpful in determining 
potential roles the library might play.   
  

 
YES 
❑ 

 
NO 
❑ 

 
5. Have you learned something new about the community 

because of your involvement in developing the 
community profile and/or the information gathered in the 
profile? 

 
If there is no learning occurring at the Board and/or staff 
level, it typically indicates that the profile is nothing more 
than a restating of previous perceptions and 
assumptions, in which case, it is worth investing time in 
one or two further information gathering activities.  
Everyone should learn something new about the 
community!   
 

 
YES 
❑ 

 
NO 
❑ 
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6 Ways to Describe Your Community 
 

 

 
Public libraries are deeply inclusive institutions, uniquely positioned to serve every 
member of the community, regardless of age, education, language, background, socio-
economic status, or life experience, as well as contribute to the well-being of the 
community as a whole.  Viewing the community through multiple lenses makes it easier 
to capture the complexity and vitality of community life.  The following six worksheets will 
assist in compiling a rich array of community information.     

 

 
Social & 

Economic  
Factors 

 

 

 
Lifestyles & 

Interests 

 
Groups & 
Affiliations 

 
Agencies & 

Services 

 
Changes occurring 

 
Community 

Assets 
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 Describe your community in terms of social and economic factors … 
 

Things to think about: 

• Demographic breakdown (age, language, education, etc); how it compares to that of 
Ontario and/or neighbouring communities 

• Employment  
o Largest employers; major industries 
o Small businesses/ home-based 
o Service industries 
o Opportunities for new graduates/ young people 

• Economic wellbeing 
o Downtown vitality 
o Development  

• Education/ learning 
o Number of elementary schools?  Private?   
o Secondary schools? Post-secondary? Vocational? 
o Are students bused?   
o Home schooling – is it a significant trend? 
o Continuing education/ learning opportunities 
o Distance education 
o Access to technology; Internet  
o Access to other libraries 

• Community identity and awareness 
o Media – newspapers (weekly; daily); radio; television; other 
o Public gathering places  
 

Key points: 
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 Describe your community in terms of lifestyles and interests … 
 

Things to think about: 

• What do people do to socialize/ meet other people? 

• Do public gathering places attract families?  Seniors?  Teens? 

• What are the typical traffic patterns of residents? 
o Where do they shop for groceries?   
o Clothes?  Books?  Home repair?   
o Where do they go to see a doctor?  Financial advisor?    

• Is it a commuter community?  

• Do people work from home? 

• What do people do on a Sunday? 

• What do people do for recreation? 
o Public/ private recreational facilities, eg. golf, curling, etc. 
o Sports teams with a high profile 

• Are residents interested in home improvement?  Renovations?  Gardening and 
landscaping? 

• Does your community experience large fluctuations in population during different 
seasons? 

• Are there annual/ special events that draw crowds? 

• Geography – are there physical features that divide the community geographically, eg. a 
major highway people don’t typically cross; rivers, lakes, etc. 

• Are there geographic features that result in particular interests, eg. wildlife conservation, 
boating? 

• Are there other special interests widely shared in the community?   

• Are there smaller communities within the community served by the library? 

• What do residents appear to value? 
 

Key points: 
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 Describe your community in terms of groups and affiliations … 
 

Things to think about: 

• Which of the following exist in your community? 
o Churches, faith communities, religious organizations 
o Civic organizations 
o Community/ rate payers’ associations 
o Service clubs 
o Chamber of commerce/ business associations 
o Cooperatives 
o Environmental interest groups 
o Social justice groups/ initiatives 
o Ethnic clubs/ associations 
o Mutual support/self-help groups 
o Women’s/ men’s groups/ organizations 
o Scouts/ cubs/ brownies/ Junior Farmers 
o Clubs – common interests; hobbies, eg. gardening, book clubs, investment clubs 
o Age related clubs/ organizations, eg. teens, seniors 
o Arts/cultural groups, organizations and events 

• Other groups or affiliations? 

• Are there gaps?  Areas of concentration or duplication? 

• Do some groups have a high profile in the community? 

• Imagine being a newcomer – how easy is it to get ‘plugged in’? 
 

Key points: 
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 Describe your community in terms of agencies and services … 
 

Things to think about: 

• What health care services exist in your community? 
o Do residents have access to family doctors? Hospital?  Alternative healthcare? 

• What social service agencies exist in your community? 
o Nursing homes/ retirement homes 
o Day cares 
o Youth services, eg. Big Brothers, Big Sisters, Boys and Girls Club, Early 

Years 
o Affordable housing 
o Services for economically disadvantaged 
o Counseling services 

• Other not-for-profit organizations – what services do they provide? To whom? 

• Are there government offices in your community?  What kinds of services? 

• Are there gaps?  Barriers? 
 

Key points: 
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 Describe your community in terms of changes occurring … 
 

Things to think about: 

• Is the population increasing?  Decreasing? 
o Are certain ages or segments of the population increasing or decreasing? 
o Is the community becoming more multicultural?  
o Are certain people moving away? 

• Are there residential developments being planned? 
o What kind of housing?  Who is the target population? 
o Are services (roads, sewers, etc.) being planned to accommodate new 

developments? 

• Are there new employment opportunities?  New businesses?     

• Where is the nearest large anchor store, eg. Zellers, WalMart, etc? 

• What is the rate of vacancy in the downtown core?   

• Are area schools stable with sufficient enrolment?  New schools being built? 

• Are there new organizations?  Agencies?  Services? 

• Are the health/social needs of the population changing?  Are these new needs being 
met? 

• Is the crime rate increasing?  Decreasing? 

• Are there community initiatives to deter crime and/or promote community pride? 

• New parks, recreation facilities, other amenities? 

• New festivals or events?  Performing groups? 

• Is there public transportation?  Other transportation issues? 
 

Key points: 
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 Describe your community in terms of community assets … 
 

Things to think about: 

• Take an inventory of all the good things about your community …  

• What are the natural assets in your community?  (the environment and water; rivers, 
lakes, wooded areas, other topographical features) 

• What are the built assets? (buildings, parks, paths, public space; infrastructure) 

• What are the social assets? (the social aspect of living in the community; skills and 
strengths of individuals and local associations/organizations) 

• What are the economic assets? (local economy, jobs; tourism, attractions, businesses) 

• What are the service assets? (health and education; agencies, facilities) 

• What successful events have taken place?  What were the components contributing to 
success? 

• Community-wide initiatives, eg. Communities in Bloom, One Book One Community, 
major fundraising  

• Stories that illustrate the community at its best 

• Who are key players in the community?  Why? 

• Are there skills that are dominant locally? 

• Examples of citizens making something happen 

• Important achievements of Municipal Council  

• Problems turned into opportunities 
 

Key points: 
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Current Trends in Ontario Public Libraries 

 
The following are noticeable patterns in the use and nature of library service recently gaining momentum 
in Ontario public libraries:   
 

1. Recognition of library as crucial public space; in some communities the only public space; 
increase in the use of the public library as a destination, a place to read/ study/ spend time 
without necessarily using library materials. 

 
2. Libraries are, to varying degrees, endorsing the community development role, seeing themselves 

as serving groups and collective citizen initiatives, as well as individuals; also a highly valued 
source of community information, contributing to community awareness. 

 
3. New facilities are being built to be noticed, with presence and profile, making a statement; library 

facilities often generate community pride, seen as a symbol of the community at its best. 
 

4. More libraries are developing reading gardens, adding attractive landscaping, making the library 
an appealing destination, a quiet haven; outdoor space for reading and relaxing. 
 

5. Adult programming, like book clubs and philosophers’ cafés, is drawing people to the library to 
engage in dialogue and shared inquiry around meaningful topics.  

 
6. Reading remains the primary reason for most visits to the public library; libraries are renewing 

efforts to promote reading, (ie) Canada reads, community reads, etc.  
 

7. Library users are visiting their library more frequently, mostly due to shorter loan periods for 
DVDs and the availability of internet access.  

 
8. The majority of internet users also make use of other library services, (ie) the collection, 

community information, programming.  
 

9. The public library remains a key access point for internet users who do not have a computer at 
home or at work; also true for travelers wanting to access email to keep in touch while away from 
home.  

 
10. The successful integration of technology into overall library service, (ie) an informative, user-

friendly website, helpful staff familiar with technology, remote access to the library’s resources, 
reference service via email, etc., is becoming a major contributor to overall effectiveness of the 
library; and the gap between effective and ineffective libraries is becoming more pronounced. 

 
11. There is a growing culture of assessment in Ontario public libraries, using a variety of means and 

methodologies to assess services in relation to public demand and the needs of the community.  
Libraries want to know how well they are doing.  The Ontario Public Library Guidelines is one 
assessment tool gaining momentum. 

 
12. Fundraising is being embraced by more libraries as a means of augmenting municipal and 

provincial funding; libraries are getting better at fundraising, committing resources to it, and 
developing more formal programs and strategies. 
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Recent Headlines from Environmental Scanning 

 

Majority of Parents Can’t Help their Children with Homework,  
Say Canadians (Canadian Council on Learning, October 10, 2006) 

 

Today’s Public Libraries are Thriving Technology Hubs, Study Finds 
(PNNOnline, October 2, 2006) 

 

Baby Boomers Find Second Careers Working for Social Change 
(Stanford Graduate School of Business, September 2006) 

 

Too Many Left Behind:  Canada’s Adult Education and  
Training System    (Canadian Policy Research Network, June 2006) 

 

Long Overdue:  A Fresh Look at Public and Leadership Attitudes 
about Libraries in the 21st Century   (Americans for Libraries Council, June 2006) 

 

In the Age of the Over Amplified, a Resurgence for the  
Humble Lecture    (New York Times, March 17, 2006) 

 

Ontario Public Libraries Market Survey 
(Federation of Ontario Public Libraries, January 2006) 

 

Baby Boomers at 60 
(Newsweek, November 14, 2005) 

 

Reinventing Library Buildings and Services for the  
Millennial Generation    (Library Administration & Management, Fall 2005) 

 

Lending “People” at European Libraries 
(Library Journal, September 15, 2005) 

 

Caring and Involved:  Highlights from the 2004 Canada Survey of 
Giving, Volunteering and Participating    (Imagine Canada, 2004) 

 

Perceptions of Libraries and Information Resources:  A Report to the 
OCLC Membership    (OCLC, 2005) 

 

Ontario's Growth Projections and the Important Role Not-for-Profits 
Play    (CharityVillage.ca, January 2006) 
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Articulating Your Mission without a Facilitator  
 

While articulating your mission statement is a group responsibility, the group effort can be made 
easier if individuals have taken the time to participate in some pre-work aimed at helping to 
draw out ideas and perceptions about the purpose of the library.  The following steps are 
intended to help that process. 
 

In developing your own thinking about the library’s mission, individually identify the 3-5 most 
important things the library does.  These are generally activities that make a concrete difference 
to individuals, groups and/or the community at large.   
 

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 

Once you have your list of key activities, ask yourself why they are important, what contribution 
they make, what gap they fill that no one else is filling.   
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 
 

It might be helpful to peruse the mission statements of other public libraries, seeking 
language and concepts that capture, for you, the core purpose of the public library: 
http://www.sols.org/links/clearinghouse/strategicdev/resources/missions.htm 
 

The UNESCO Manifesto for Public Libraries, found on the UNESCO website, can also be 
helpful in this regard: 
http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/files/4638/10322529270public_library_manifesto_english.rtf/public_library_
manifesto_english.rtf 
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Jot down the words and phrases that, in your opinion, speak to the purpose or mandate of your 
library.  Compare these words and phrases to your list of key activities and synthesize your 
findings into three or four words or phrases that you believe are worthy of being included in the 
library’s mission statement; words or phrases that have the capacity to inspire those committed 
to the library’s value and importance.    

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 
When you come together as a group, share individual key words and phrases and brainstorm 
additional words or phrases that express ideas that you want to emphasize.  Be prepared to 
combine ideas; abandon specific wording; seek new words and phrases, entirely.  At times it 
might feel like the conversation is going in circles.  If this happens for an extended period of 
time, it might be more expedient to designate one or two people to go away and draft a mission 
statement based on the group discussion, bringing it back to the group for further refinement 
and agreement.   
 
If differences of opinion persist, try to determine whether the differences are due to a preference 
for particular language, or unresolved differences as to the core purpose of the library.  If the 
former, further discussion might need to involve compromise and consensus in agreeing on 
language that is inspiring and descriptive of why the library exists.  If the latter, further 
discussion needs to focus on listening for the differing perspectives on core purpose, while 
recognizing the common ground.  The differing perspectives can shed light on assumptions and 
beliefs held by some, but not all.  A respectful dialogue, in such circumstances, can achieve 
agreement, as everyone feels heard and challenged in the collective effort to arrive at a succinct 
statement that captures what it is of value that the public library does for its community.      
 
Once a final version of the statement has been agreed upon by the group, read what you've 
written from the perspective of some of the library’s stakeholders.  What would a Municipal 
Councillor think of your mission statement?  How would that reaction differ from a library staff 
member, or the general public?  Would a teen reading the mission statement understand it as 
well as a senior?  A young parent?  A business owner?  A good mission statement is short, 
succinct and worded in terms that make the library’s mission of value and importance to a broad 
range of individuals who may or may not actually use the library’s programs and services.     
 
Finally, make sure that you are prepared to deliver on what you promise in your mission 
statement.  If you can't deliver what you promise, your mission statement may do more harm 

than good. 
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Group Process for Naming Organizational Values 

 
The following questions might help you, individually and collectively, clarify what you value as 
community representatives of the public library: 

• What does the public library represent to the community? 

• How do we wish to be seen by the community? 

• What do we want to be known for achieving? 

• What stories of success do we tell? 

• How do we want to treat our library users? Staff? Volunteers? 

• How do we want to treat each other? 

• How do we want to relate to other individuals and organizations within and related to the 
public library community? 

• If the organization was to win an award, what would we want it to recognize? 
 
It may also be helpful to take time, individually, to peruse the values statements at some or all of 
the following public library websites: 
 
London Public Library: 
http://www.londonpubliclibrary.ca/other/File/your_library/strategic_plan_feb14.pdf 
 
Caledon Public Library: 
http://www.caledon.library.on.ca/includes/Forms/LibraryBoard/strategicplan/index.htm 
 
Mississauga Public Library: 
http://www.mississauga.ca/portal/residents/library;jsessionid=AOAORUU2UXLJSCWIIIISFEQK
ZBBA2JVC?paf_gear_id=11800021&itemId=3800020&returnUrl=%2Fportal%2Fresidents%2Fli
brary%3Bjsessionid%3DAOAORUU2UXLJSCWIIIISFEQKZBBA2JVC 
 
East Gwillimbury Public Library: 
http://www.eastgwillimbury.ca/library/ 
 
Brantford Public Library: 
http://www.brantford.library.on.ca/about/stratplan.php 
 
Aurora Public Library: 
http://www.library.aurora.on.ca/static/about/docs/AplDirections04-07.pdf 
 
Barrie Public Library: 
http://www.library.barrie.on.ca/about/pdf/support/strategic.pdf 
 
Burlington Public Library: 
http://www.bpl.on.ca/pdf/stratplan05-07.pdf 
 
Kitchener Public Library: 
http://www.kpl.org/StrategicPlan2006.pdf 
 

http://www.londonpubliclibrary.ca/other/File/your_library/strategic_plan_feb14.pdf
http://www.caledon.library.on.ca/includes/Forms/LibraryBoard/strategicplan/index.htm
http://www.mississauga.ca/portal/residents/library;jsessionid=AOAORUU2UXLJSCWIIIISFEQKZBBA2JVC?paf_gear_id=11800021&itemId=3800020&returnUrl=%2Fportal%2Fresidents%2Flibrary%3Bjsessionid%3DAOAORUU2UXLJSCWIIIISFEQKZBBA2JVC
http://www.mississauga.ca/portal/residents/library;jsessionid=AOAORUU2UXLJSCWIIIISFEQKZBBA2JVC?paf_gear_id=11800021&itemId=3800020&returnUrl=%2Fportal%2Fresidents%2Flibrary%3Bjsessionid%3DAOAORUU2UXLJSCWIIIISFEQKZBBA2JVC
http://www.mississauga.ca/portal/residents/library;jsessionid=AOAORUU2UXLJSCWIIIISFEQKZBBA2JVC?paf_gear_id=11800021&itemId=3800020&returnUrl=%2Fportal%2Fresidents%2Flibrary%3Bjsessionid%3DAOAORUU2UXLJSCWIIIISFEQKZBBA2JVC
http://www.eastgwillimbury.ca/library/
http://www.brantford.library.on.ca/about/stratplan.php
http://www.library.aurora.on.ca/static/about/docs/AplDirections04-07.pdf
http://www.library.barrie.on.ca/about/pdf/support/strategic.pdf
http://www.bpl.on.ca/pdf/stratplan05-07.pdf
http://www.kpl.org/StrategicPlan2006.pdf
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While perusing, make notes.  Begin to list values that speak to what you believe is important 
about the library and its work.  What are the things worth protecting?  What are the things that 
make the library worthy of your commitment and hard work?   
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 
When you have a list compiled, eliminate those that are already addressed in the mission 
statement and of those remaining, select 5 values that, in your opinion, are inspiring, motivating, 
and capable of strengthening your collective sense of purpose and meaning.   
 

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 
Now it is time to share and discuss individual selections.  It is important to remember that 
different words mean different things to different people, depending on perspective and 
experience.  Typically, you will find duplication and near duplication as different people submit 
synonyms or related terms.  Before deciding which might be the ‘better’ word, when having to 
choose between similar ideas, take the time to discuss personal connotations, other uses of that 
word, all that it conjures up, and how it is likely to be interpreted by library board and staff, 
library users, and the broader community.   
 
Once you have eliminated duplicate words and synonyms, you may be fortunate enough to 
have an appropriate set of values for the library to endorse.  While there is no right number of 
values for an organization to adopt, any more than 10 make them difficult to remember and 
challenging to act on.  Most organizations seem to arrive at between 5 and 8 shared values.  If 
further eliminating is required, this can be achieved by asking participants to identify (vote for) 
their top 5 values … Depending on the duplication and rate of elimination of ideas, you may 
have to subsequently vote on your top 3 values before arriving at a reasonable number.  Once 
you have your list of organizational values you can decide whether or not they require 
explanation.  Looking back over the value statements of the various public libraries referenced 
above, you will find that some provide explanations, while others simply name the values. 
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Sample Vision Statements 

 

 
The Waterloo Public Library will be one of the top mid-sized public libraries in Canada, 
and will be a key partner in supporting literacy and the intellectual, cultural and economic 
vitality of our community. 

 

 
Brampton Library will provide exceptional access to highly valued services through a 
full complement of contemporary facilities.  Our customer centred service delivery and 
community partnerships are the foundation of the community’s support.  Through 
superior service and financial stability, Brampton Library’s social and economic 
contribution to the community will be widely recognized and supported.   

 

 
Georgina Public Library is at the heart of the community providing trusted, fully 
accessible and current resources for school, work and play, provided by dedicated, 
skilled staff.  

 

 
Inspiring growth and connecting our community in a dynamic and welcoming 
environment. 

[Newmarket Public Library] 
 

 
The Haldimand County Public Library will be the cultural heart of the community.  By 
providing a community meeting place, it will give full and equal access to information and 
ideas, promote the love of reading, the joy of learning, and support partnerships that 
encourage the pursuit of cultural, recreational and educational interests. 

 

 
East Gwillimbury Public Library values tradition while embracing innovation. 

 

 
The Barrie Public Library Board envisions your Library as an innovative and highly 
adaptive entity, responding quickly to changes and evolving community needs. 

 
We see your Library as an ever more vibrant service, highly valued by local citizens 
while becoming even more community oriented and grounded. 

 
The Board envisions library services committed to supporting and facilitating the lifelong, 
continuous learning of individuals and the community; both high-tech and high-touch, 
making the most of technology advances in the context of friendly and personable 
service. 
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Our vision is that all citizens of Aurora will see us as an essential service and a hub of 
our community. 

 
Our building will be part of a vibrant downtown – the Library will be seen by people of all 
ages as a welcoming place to gather, learn, read, and relax. 

 
We will be known for providing anytime, anywhere access through convenient high-tech 
services, while at the same time serving our patrons with a personal touch. 

 
Our services will contribute to the Town of Aurora’s mission of being “a place we’re 
proud to call home.” 
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Active, Strategic Verbs 
 

achieve 
accelerate 
accommodate 
acquire  
adapt 
add 
advance  
advocate 
allocate 
analyze 
approach 
assemble 
assess 
assist 
augment  
authorize 
 
begin 
broaden 
build 
 
centralize 
change 
collect 
commit 
communicate 
conduct 
connect 
consolidate 
consult 
contribute 
collaborate 
cooperate 
coordinate 
create 
cultivate 
customize  
 
decentralize 
decrease 
deliver 
demonstrate 
design 
determine 
develop 

devise  
digitize 
distribute 
diversify 
document 
draw 
 
educate 
eliminate 
embark 
emphasize 
empower 
enable 
encourage 
engage 
enhance 
enrich 
ensure 
enter 
equip 
establish  
evaluate 
examine 
execute 
expand  
expedite 
experiment 
explore 
extend 
 
facilitate 
forecast 
formulate  
fortify  
foster 
 
generate 
gather 
generate 
give 
guarantee 
 
harmonize 
heighten 
help 

highlight 
 
implement 
improve 
increase 
initiate 
install 
integrate 
introduce 
invent 
investigate 
invigorate 
invite 
involve 
 
launch 
liaise 
link 
 
make 
market 
master 
match 
maximize 
measure 
minimize 
mobilize 
modify 
monitor 
move 
 
nurture 
 
offer 
open 
optimize 
 
participate 
partner 
personalize 
persuade 
prepare 
present 
preserve 
prioritize 

produce 
project  
promote  
provide  
purchase 
pursue 
 
raise  
reach 
recreate 
recruit 
reduce 
reinforce 
reorganize 
replace 
respond 
review 
revitalize 
 
secure 
seek 
serve 
shape 
share 
shift 
showcase 
simplify 
solicit 
stimulate 
streamline 
strengthen  
support 
survey 
sustain 
 
test 
train 
 
undertake 
utilize 
upgrade 
 
weave 
welcome 
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Test Your Plan Checklist 

 
HOW ABLE-BODIED IS YOUR ESSENTIAL PLAN? 

 
Principle YES NO Example? 

    

FUTURISTIC? 
Responsive to emerging trends 
and indications of the future 
reality 
 

❑ ❑  

 
 

DESIRABLE? 
Appealing and worth aspiring to 
 

❑ ❑  

 
 

IMAGINABLE? 
Conveying a picture of the 
desired future 
 

❑ ❑  

 
 

PRACTICAL? 
Full of concrete tasks with 
timelines and responsibility 
assigned 
 

❑ ❑  

 
 

ACHIEVABLE? 
Realistic; do-able and affordable 
 

❑ ❑  

 
 

DEFENSIBLE? 
Responsive to service demands 
and external influences, (ie) the 
plan makes sense, given the 
circumstances 
 

❑ ❑  

 
 

MEASURABLE? 
Objective language defines 
success through the use of 
milestones and quantitative 
indicators 
 

❑ ❑  

 
 

MEMORABLE? 
Concise and relevant; easy to 
apply 
 

❑ ❑  

 
 

FLEXIBLE? 
Adaptable to new ideas and/or 
changing circumstances 
 

❑ ❑  
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A Sample Implementation Tool 

 

 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Action: Who:  By When: Update: 

1.1.1 Add morning hours. 
 
 

Library Board 2006 budget Budget approved 
New hours added 
Use being monitored 
 
 

1.1.2 Make the physical arrangement of 
the collection more user friendly. 
 

CEO Jan 2006 Done 
Positive feedback from patrons 
 
 
 

1.1.3 Conduct an Accessibility Audit of 
the facility and technology 
 

CEO 2008 Will use benchmarks & accessibility 
standards; will produce report 
 
 

WHERE 
YOU ARE 

WHERE 
YOU WANT 

TO BE 

 
STRATEGIC 
DIRECTIONS 

#1 
Improve access to 

library service. 

#2 
Raise the profile of  

the library in the 
community. 

#3 
Expand programs & 
services to targeted 

populations. 

Objective 1.1 
Minimize significant barriers to library use. 
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 Action: Who:  By When: Update: 

2.3.1 Identify and participate in key 
community events. 
 

Board/ CEO/ 
staff 

On-going  
 
 
 
 
 

2.3.2 Develop a portable exhibit for 
community presentations/events. 
 

CEO March 2007 Purchase exhibit boards with 
carrying case 
 
 
 

2.3.3 Optimize exterior signage and 
bulletin boards with current 
information and coming events. 

CEO/ staff On-going  
 
 
 
 
 

2.3.4 Develop a schedule of outreach 
programming for 2007 
 

CEO/ staff December 
2006 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

#1 
Improve access to 

library service. 

#2 
Raise the profile of  

the library in the 
community. 

#3 
Expand programs & 
services to targeted 

populations. 

Objective 2.3 
Heighten the library’s visibility in the community. 


